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The habit of viewing things
cheerfully, and of thinking about
life hopefully may be made to
grow up In ua like any other
habit —8amuel Smiles

A CAMDEN HOLD-UP
As Mls-x Jf.rephlne Wentworth was
return'ng to her home tn Camden j
Saturday night from her phee of J
business on Man street, she was held,
up and robbed of her pccketbook,
containing about $7. her glasses and
keys, also several other small articles.
She pur ued the man for some dis
tance. but wax unable to catch him.
Accompanied by Sheriff Ludwtck she
vis'ted the OOC Camps Monday neon
and after viewing the 200 boys at
work ihere announced that he was
not among ’-hem. The hold-up took
place near the Sea View Filling Sta
tion on Union afreet, directly beneath
a large light.

WANTED
Young man wishes position as first
class mechanic, truck driver, chauffeur
or In fart any type of honest work.
References furnished.
P. E. SWAN
20 Elm Street, or Tel. 435-W
118’lt

PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
If you are a subscriber to
The Courier -Oasette and are
leaving horn* for any time, long
or inort. let us mall the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to trie home as usual Just
telephone the address to the
office, or mall a card. The paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you ar
rive home
There win be no
charge

CAMPING ON CARL’S TRAIL

What Chicago Man Plans To
Do With Indian Island
In a long special article written by Congressman Moran In Androscoggin
Light At 'Rockport
Sam E. Conner, the Lewiston Journal County and says that Carl’s Bowdoln
Our Rockport correspondent says
that residents of that town read with
much Interest the story In the Boston
Sunday Olobe about the sale of ten
lighthouses along the Maine coast
They were especially Interested in the
following paragraphs:
"William L. Fat tVon of Chicago has
ideas for his future lighthouse home
on Indian Island. The property, situ
ated in Rockport harbor, is of unsur
passed beauty Mr Pattleon said: "I
have not as yet done anything with
my lighthouse on Indian Island ex
cept to Invite people to visit the site
for the grand view from the tower.
This commands the landscape for a
distance surrounding the entire hori
zon We have plans for Improvement
of a permanent nature.
"First, we have contracted for an
artesian well, which we find seems to
be the first essential for a resident.
A small ferry, large enough to carry
eight people, will be kept in the boat
house on the Island for transporta
tion purposes.
"I was delighted to leam that the
island formerly had a three-acre
vegetable garden, a future possibility
for a resident There is a 2000 gallon
cement cistern full of good clean rain
water. On the inside some repairs
and decorating are needed In order to
make It an attractive, livable, eightroom house. This we intend to do
The lighthouse tower might be termed
a dream for either an artist or author '•

THE SILHOUETTE
BEAUTYSHOP
Offers during the Month of October
Regular $5.00

OIL PERMANENT
For

$3.00
MAIN at BF.ECHWOODS STS.
THOMASTON
TEL. 52-2
118-120

NOW!!!
HAIR CUT, SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVE or
MARCEL
For Only $1.00
Our Regular $8.00
STEAM OIL PUSH-UP WAVE
Only $5.98

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
286 MAIN STREET

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, October I, 1935

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 8’6
118’lt

last night carried a story to the effeot that U. 8. District Attorney John
D. Clifford, Jr., of Lewiston, is being
groomed as a candidate for the Demo
cratic Congressional nomination in
the Second District. The article
speaks of spreading resentment to

THE PARI-MUTUEL

als Are Slipping Badly
Editor of The Courier-Oazette :—
As the season for agricultural fairs
and horse-racing draws to a close, it
is interesting to compare the claims
of Pari-Mutuel betting with some of
the actual results. During the debate
on the Pari-Mutuel in the last State
Legislature it was advocated that
such a law would provide substantial
financial aid to the State and would
saw our agricultural fairs from clos
ing their gates
I was tn the office of the State
Controller last Friday and he in
formed me that the gross amount re
ceived from Pari-Mutuel to Septem
ber 1 was $11.930 05 Half of this, it
is safe to say. will be used to admin
ister the law If we had the revenue
from a State lottery to supplement
this "substantial" sum we would be
all set for our old age pension.
The Union Fair officials chose to
ignore the moral Issue and to sponsor
pari-mutuel race betting in the hope,
I presume, of financial gain. I am
informed that the direct net financial
gain is negligible, if any, but my in
formant claimed that the betting had
increaed the fair attendance and
thus the general financial gain
This claim is not sustained by com
parison as this fair has hod an ag
gregate paid day-admissions of from
8000 to 9000 < with favorable weather
conditions) for more than a decade.
In 1925 it was 8805; In 1926 tt was
8030 and in 1927 8905 This attend
ance was for a two days' fair only.
After extensive advertising and the
best three days ever provided for a
fair there were the following paid
day-admissions for this year: Sept
24 601; Sept 25. 6776 and Sept 26
1614—a total of 8991 for three days.
It Is Interesting to note the admis
sions the first and last days, when
the best races were run.
It is my conviction that when we
class public betting as a "sport" and
delay the horse-racing while power
ful amplifiers are urging the coun
try-side to come and bet. we are per
mitting our morals to slip badly.
Walter A. Ayer
Union. Sept. 30.

ARE LIVING HAPPILY

TOMORROW NIGHT

Hany The Hake, Gertie The t od
and Mtnnar the Sardine Survive
Experiment

No Cover Charge

THE FOX SPECIAL DINNER

Italian Spaghetti and Roast Chicken...................... 50c
Heavy Western Sirloin Steak.................................. 65c

Live Boiled Lobster .................................................. 75c

Hearts of Celery and Stuffed Olives on Table
Other Dinners............................................... 35c to 45c

TOMORROW NIGHT
is

BANK NIGHT
$75.00 Bank Account
In the Knox County Trust Co.
WILL BE AWARDED FREE
At The

PARK THEATRE

-

An experiment of significance to
fish culture experts throughout the
country has been completed success
fully In the State of Maine Building
at the Eastern States Exposition in
Springfield.
Salt water food fish, brought from
the Maine coast, were displayed in
a temporary aquarium, swimming
contendeJly in water dipped from
the ocean at Woods Hole, Mass. Pre
viously repeated efforts by various
fairs and expositions to bring salt
water food fish Inland and maintain
them satisfactorily in temporary
aquariums have met with failure.
Problems of transportation, water
filtration and aeration were finally
conquered here by employes of the
U. S. Bureau of Fisheries and the
Maine Department of Agriculture.
In the display here are cod. hake,
haddock, mackerel, herring and
shell fish. Including lobsters, clams
and scallops. Two truckloads were
brought from Maine. Some fish in
the first load, on arrival after 18
hours in huge cans, did not have
sufficient vitality to withstand un
expected water impurities. During
that 18-hour trip, the salt water in
the cans had been aerated by hand
bailing by Thomas H. Dorr, super
intendent of the U. 8. Fisheries
Station at Boothbay Harbor, Me.,
from which the fish on exhibit here
have been supplied.
The aquarium system used here
was perfected by Earl C. Hoover of
the U. S. [Bureau of Fisheries, who
was on duty In 'Massachusetts when
Informed of difficulties faced here.
It is similar to that employed by the
staff of the Shad Aquarium of
Chicago for their installation at the
World’s Fair. Aeration and filter
ing of water, which had to be used
over and over again, were the major
problems confronted.
Visitors here on the first day of
the Exposition, saw strange sights
In the fish booth. They say mack
erel, maddened by their 250-mlle
trip overland, leaping out of water,

Revealed To Two Travelers

Word—Formerly Of “Rum Row”

Mafty people alrirtg the waterfront
have lately observed coming In and
his capacity as district governor.
going out of the harbor a strange
Studied law In Houlton, did Mr Bird,
new craft resembling at a distance a
and he always welcomes an errn rd small size governrnent. destroyer In
which will take him among hts many
addition to being painted tlie regu
friends there. This week he goes
lar navy gray, however, she has a
agatn to Presque Isle. Caribou and
broad waistline of bright Texaco red
other places
which identifies her as the latest ad
While we were still awaiting the
dition to the Mcl/f»on fleet of oil car
arrival of the wrecker we talked with
riers. the tank bo«t Narmada.
Sylvia, whose attractive smile never
This boat formerly a rum runner
vanished no matter how many cus
and called the best sea boat tn Rum
tomers or- how long that ben line
Row' was captured by the Const
was busy Told us that one day the
Guard and bought by A C McLoon
stand sold 200 gallons of that McIn
* Co. She is nearly 100 feet long,
tosh Red elder.
of 80 gross tons and during tile past
The sun was one hour nearer Its
spring and sumnrwr has been under
zenith when we again set sail toward
reconstruct ion at Oliver Perry's ship
Bangor Parsing through Hermon I
yard reflecting the good workman
saw an old bill which Indicated that
ship for which h* Is noted
the Odd Fellows lodge must hare had
8he has two cargo tanks with a
a good time al their annual fair
total capacity of 24 000 gallons, the
Sept. !8 The comprehensive attrac
forward one of 11.000 and the affer
tions included horse pulling, a baby
with two compartments of 8600 and
show, horseshoe pitching, races
4500 respectively so that the cargo
games beano, a baked bean dinner
can be split for different kinds of
and a chicken pie supper. "Pun for
petroleum products.
These tanks
all; all far fun" read the bill
w'ere constructed on the [McLoon
Where Are the Western ( attic?
wharf by the Bath Welding Co For
Riding through Orono home of the discharging cargo she is equipped with
University of Maine, we saw the fa (two twin unit motor driven Viking
miliar ,’lgure of Chief Justice Dunn pumps having a iotal pumping
and several groups of co-eds in one capacity of 360 gallons per minute,
of which 1 glimpsed a Rockland girl. each operated by a 5 H P electric
motor The current for these mo
Rose Whitmore.
I would like to have called on my tors Is furnished by a 10 K W Uni
friend the proprietor of the Wigwam versal Electric plant powered by a
Camps in Old Towm but time did not 45 h. p gasoline motor A unique
permit. Extensive road construction feature of this system is thait the wir
ing is so arranged that the Central
is under way at this point
We always look for Mt Katahdln Maine Power Company’s current can
when we pass through the fex town. be plugged in from a special line run
Lincoln, but the sun has vanished down Mclcon’s wharf where most of
misty clcuds have succeeded Its the discharging will be done, thus
cheerful glow and the summit of making a saving on actual dhcharging cost, to say nothing of saving of
good old "Katy" is obscured.
wear
and tear on the electric generat
On the-e trips a year ago we fre
quently saw the Wc’’ern cat’le which ing system.
Th" Narmada Is propelled by a 120
were being colonized on Maine farms
h. ip. Fairbanks-Morse Diesel oil
But they fepm to have vanished Per
haps some reader can explain what I engine at a maximum speed of 12
knots an hour, although for economy
has become of them
a
Presently we came to Red Apple, 10-knot cruising speed will be main
tained Two tanks of 1000 gallons
Camps and received a warm greeting
capacity
supply the fuel oil for this
from the McGraths, as usual They
engine In addition to (the deck pump
hare been at the camps eight ('ears
and the register bears many Knox and bilge pump of the main engine
there is another bilge pump operated
County names. They now have taken
by an electric motor while In case of
charge of the Lake Molunkus sport
an emergency 'hould a bad leak de
ing camps formerly owned by E P
velop from collision with another
Knights one and one-quarter miles
in on the old Patten stage coach road, J boat or striking a ledge by opening
a valve the cargo pumps would op-r
and everybody wishes them the best
ale from (he bilge so that there would
of success. The new proprietor ot,
be a total pumping capacity of over
Red Apple Camps is Mrs. H. C. Oates. J
500 gallons a minute, which should
whose husband is a postmaster
enable the boat to be beached before
They promise their best efforts to
sinking
continue the camp's popularity.

(By The Roving Reporter I

Ellis Spear, 3d
Ellis Spear 3d of Newton Centre.
Mass, summer resident of Warren,
has established a toy factory in what

After visiting Cadillac Mountain.
This
Cate-rpurir Hill and Eustis Ridge. I
represents an idea Mr Spear has had
befooled myself Into the belief that I
for sometime after haring studied
hod seen all of the outstanding show
and specialized in psychology, being
formerly connected with the psychol places the Pine Tree 8tate affords
ogy departments of both Harvard and Something happened Sept 22 that
caused a radical revision of my views
Radcliffe Colleges, and being a grad
—that something being the ride
uate from Bowdoln and Harvard Col which Bob Webs’er and I made on
leges. In this study, he has learned that day along the lofty ridge which
that normal persons are mote inter spans most of the d’w’ance between
esting and harder to understand than the towns of la Orange and Orona
The psychology of a glorious sun
abnormal persons, and that children
set after a stormy day. and a magni
work as hard at play as their elders
ficent rainbow on the opposite side
do at a regular job Mr Spear how of the heavens may have had some
ever found laboratory w-ork too ab thing to do with the enchantment
stract and dirooiered that he wished which seized me. Or it may have
to work with real life hence tn this been the glorious ornamentation wttii
new venture he us realizing an ambi which Nature had bedecked both
sides of the forest luil-d highway
tion.
But certain tt is that we came away
with senses enthralled, wanting
The toys will be products of chil everybody el«e to feast upon what wdren themselves, since he will in ttietr had eeen. Lovers of Nature get‘that
study discover their trends in play wav. you know
make toys to take care of their trends
A Ttmelv VtaH
as he goes These toys will be patent
Our
trip
on
this Sunday (Sept 22)
ed If neces-ary. For instance in his
observation he found children playing took us to the "Red Apple Camps" in
with strips of corrugated card board, the town of Macwahoc Aroostook
using these strips for small auto County, with a desire to revisit our
slides: a grooved block was immedi good Inertia. the McGraths The
ately suggested to his mind as a toy visit proved to be well timed, for
Mr. Spear observes that the stream this estimable couple was thait very
lined toy is likely to be replaced by day n linqulshlng ownership of that
the more primitive toy for certain property, and moving to a new lo
ages During his Intensive study of cation tn the neighborhood.
Primarily we Journeyed into the
children at play he discovered a boy
using an expensive .streamlined set North ir, order to visit the town of
of train cars for blocks He has Millinocket which I had approximat
learned that the very young child ed on other trips but which I saw
in play starts writh elements inrtead Sept 23 for the first time My im
of w'th the finished product: that pression- of tt will be .vet forth ax
the child can better be educated from this nanat.lve reaches that point
the simple rather than the complex. Suffice to say they were most favor
Another of his ideas Is to measure able.
Sept 22 was a day true to the tradi
the number of p’ay hours tn toys,
that how many hours of enjoyment tions of the fall season which It
a child is able to get out of certain predicated. An almost cloudless sky,
toys. It is reasonable that while the atmosphere clear and crisp, scarcely
play value of some toy is small, the a ripple on the water. This ait the
play value of another toy will perhaps start, hut not a faithful augury of the
cover a period of years alt a certain afternoun which was to follow
Between Camden and Lincolnville,
year, or stage In the child’s develop
on the Eeach read, one sees Interest •
ment.
Mr. Spear is interested in the mak ing things. There are for Instance
ing of testing equipment for schools those two dainty twin bungalows, sur
since he finds that such equipment rounded by vines and shrubs—a de
now' us expensive and inadequate light to the eye And that famous
There is a need for compact equip rock rarden larger and more beau
ment along this line, and need for tiful than last season. Just beyond
standardization. He hopes later to is another ait tractive cottage house
fronted by an old fashioned stone
help supply this need.
wall.
• • • •
formerly was the engine house

sometimes above the top of their
tank. They saw a 13'i-pound lob
ster die because of a failure In the
experimental purification system.
But now Harry the Hake. Gertie
the Cod and Minnie the potential
sardine, or herring to you, live
peacefully because of the early
troubles that brought scientific
analysis and treatment to hand.
In 'charge of the exhibit are Mr.
Dorr and Charles Marshall Washbum of the Maine Department of
Agriculture, who conceived the ex
periment as a part of Maine’s dis
play at the Eastern States Exposi
tion,

QUEEN OF THE FLEET

What the Rays From a Magnificent Sunset The McLoon Tanker Narmada Ready For the

A TOY FACTORY

The factory occupies both floors of
the engine house and is electrically
equipped throughout. Associated with
Mr Sp’flr are Robert Packard who Is
clever in the making and finishing of
fum’ture. tram and beautiful in
laid boxes: Alfred Oxton who has al
ways showm artistic talent and who
can carve: and O A. Aspey who likes
working with wood in his spare time.
The factory will ship soon its first
order. Chat Of a set of blocks which
will go to Nancy Carroll Elliott, six
months old daughter of Dr Merle
Hugh Elliot, formerly in the com
parative psychology department at
Harvard, now located in Salt Lake
City. Utah.
It is hoped that an opportunity will
be given later to give manual train
ing course in connection with the
public schools. This branch will per
haps uncover latent talent in children
and indicate their bent for certain
vocations.
The plant was open for inspection
Friday afternoon and evening and
was received with enthusiasm by the
more than 50 persons who visited it.
—By Alena L. Starrett.
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THREE CENTS A COPY

AT THE RAINBOW’S END

Rep. Ayer Summarizing the Which Serves a Double Pur
Union Fair, Says Our Mor
pose For Its Proprietor,

FOX LUNCH DINNER AND DANCE
ORCHESTRA AND ENTERTAINMENT

speech was “the last straw.”
Mr. Conner writes:
"The Democrats have denounced It
(the Bowdoin speech! and as one
leader put It, generally agree that It
was ‘an overwhelming bit of arro
gance.' "

Tuesday
Issue

Meeting An Obliging Girl
At Lincolnville Beach good progress
was being made on the new ferry pier
Between Lincolnville and Northport
an extensive highway project is going
along at pood speed, and the ride into
Northport another season will be a
continuation of the delight one now
experiences riding from Camden to
Lincolnville Beach
Eggr 45 rents a dozen at Stockton
Springs. Thanksgiving is coming
Both sides of the highway are orna
mented with stands bearing great
baskets of the peerless McIntosh
Reds, and glass Jugs of newly brewed
cider made from that fruit.
Frosts hod already begun to take
Its toll as we pursued our way north
ward. Pumpkin and squash vines
were blackened ruins.
At Hampden Bob made the discov
ery that his Ponty had a flat tire.
This happened in front of the Para
mount View Orchards, where a
modern Maud Muller—Sylvia Kirk
patrick bv name—very kindly volun
teered to telephone to the nearest ga
rage for assistance. The phone
proved to be on what is sometimes
ungallantlv referred (to as a “hen
line,” end two women who possibly
had not seen each other for a few
hundred years, were discussing all
that had occurred meantime.
Fellow Townsmen Appear
While we were waiting for this
chain-talk to cease we watched the
more fortunate motorists hitting the
northward trail, and sniffing the
glorious ozone. First we saw Nllo
Spear and friend, but by the time we
started to yell at them they were
nearly in Bangor. Oddly enough Nllo
was also bound for Millinockdt.
Then came Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird
bound for Houlton, where Mr. Bird
was to address the Rotary Club In

The Man From Home

"Thought I recognized that voice.’’
I heard somebody say as we parked
at Red Apple, and I looked up to see
Knott C Rankin, an esteemed fellow
townsman, who was Ju«t returning
from a Quebec trip w'th Jc’-n J
Hurley a new director of the Reekland & Rockport Lime Co . Inc. I
was interested to know that they
made the same trip through the wilds
of Quebec to Fort Kent that Oonia
and I did last summer It is romething of an adventure.
In the broad expsnre of Aroostook
County conditions hare differed this
season in regard to the po»ato crop.
Around Mars Hill where there was
more rain, the crop was fain to be
good, and around Monticello there
were not enough spuds to dig And if
they dio dig ’em (they would receive
(Continued on Page Five)

HOPKINS IS OUT

State Prison Will Have New
Deputy—Warden Johnson

Takes Charge Today
Deputy Warden George C. Hopkins
of the Maine State Prison was dis
missed yesterday by Health and Wel
fare Commissioner George W .Leadbetter. This action was not unex
pected by -those on (the “inside." for
they have known for some time that

he had been marked for -the slaugh
ter. It was also generally believed
that the new warden, Edward P
Johnson, would probably wish to
name his own lieutenant.
Mr. Johnson 'takes up his new
duties today. A very oomplete bio
graphical sketch of the new official
appeared In a recent Issue of this
paper. While Knox County folks nat
urally regret the discontinuance of
the Thurston regime, they have none
but the best of wishes for the new
Incumbent.
MAINE FAIR DATES
Oct. 1-2-3—Damariscotta.
Oct. 8-10—Topsham.

PLAN LIVECHORUS
Movement

Started

By

H.

Wellington Smith To Have
Large Results
An enthusiastic group of men and
women comprising the H. Welling

ton Smith Chuorus met at the Cop
per Kettle Monday evening for din
ner and to reorganize and lay out
plans for becoming an honest-togoodness, live, functioning organiza
tion. not only for Just a brief spell
in the summer season but year
round
An excellent chicken pie
dinner was served, after which chairs
were drawn back and business mat
ters brought forth. These officers
were elected:
President. K B ^rie; vice presi
dent, W B Holder: secretary. Miss
Lottie Smith; treasurer, Mrs. Leila
Smalley; librarian, Miss Katherine
Keating: publicity committee, Miss
Wlnola Richan. Miss Edna Gregory,
Mrs. Esther Herman, R K Green
It was voted to hold rehearsals
twice a month, the meeting place to
be announced. Each member was
urged to take a new member and to
create all the enthusiasm possible
to build this chorus into a farmidable
number. Mr. Smith gave a splendid
talk, outlining hts alms, and also
touching upon the satisfaction to be
derived from a group studying the
best in music and meeting to sing
together. The organizations open
to all of Knox County, to all who love
to sing. Not necessary to have a
trained voiceIn response to fervent requests, Mr.
Smith contributed several baritone
solos among which was "Water Boy"
which this artist sings superbly and
most individually. Mrs. Smith was
at the piano and shared in the ap
plause.
Thanks were extended to W. T.
Smith, first selectman of Thomas
ton. for use of Watts Hall, and to
Mrs. Harold E. Jackson of Rockland
for use of her piano.
It Is a matter of congratulation
that an organization is able to have
the services of such gifted musicians

The engine room 18 feet long, well
lighted and ventilated, is the pride of
Fred Tolman the engineer. The liv
ing quarters are all above dock and
have all modem conveniences. They
are so arranged with connecting pas
sageways and doors that it Is not nec
essary to go out on deck between
ports which is quite a convenience
and safeguard in heavy weather.
Back of the pilot house, which con
tains the steering wheel a cushioned
seat for four persons with a lazy bark
which can be elevated for a chart
table, and a spare bunk, are two
staterooms having tw*o bunks each,
one the captain’s room and the other
the engineer and cook’s. Next cornea
the galley and lounging room with
shipmate stove, white enamel sink,
frigidalre, drovers and cupboards
and a built in dining booth. Back of
the galley Lx another section contain
ing (the Arcola hot water heating
system, the toilet room, the electrio
pumping motors the cool bin and
passage to the engine room below.
The Narniada is commanded by
Capt Ivan Cunningham who has
been In the employ of A. C. McLoon
At Co either as lobster smack or tank
boat, captain for the past 20 years
with the exception of a few years
during the war when he was employed
as mate on United States Shipping
Board steamers running to Baltic
and Mediterranean ports. After the
war he wax third mate on a 22 000
ton ore ship belonging to the Beth
lehem St«el Co bringing iron ore
from Chile through the Panama
Canal and first mate on a Munson
liner running from New York to
Uruguay. A. C. McLoon & Co who
hare been agents for the Texas Co.
for over 25 years, have in addition to
their tank truck territory, the islands
and coast towns from Boothbay to
Eartport
They built their first
tanker the Texoil. about 10 years ago
and a few years later were obliged to
construot the Texoil No. 2 to take
can' of new business Now business
has increased again and the disoont uiuance of tank car switching service
over the Point section of the Lime
Rock Railroad necofKrtotes all prod
ucts being brought from 'the Portland
terminal by water To take care of
this extra transportation the McLoon
Company wen- obliged to build the
Narmada which bids fair to be highly
efficient and profitable
If Mr McLoon should decide some
time to go yachting all he would have
to do Is to put 25 000 gallons of oil
aboard the Narmada and he would
haw enough fuel to take him around
the world

as Mr. and Mrs Smith, services given
freely out of pure love for music and
its promotion. With a background
gained under instruction from mas
ters. Mr. and Mrs. Smith are able to
give to such a chorus training and
benefit seldom If ever derived under
other circumstances.
Several members of the chorus are
planning to motor to Bangor and
join In the chorus of the annual
Eastern -Maine Festival concert
under the baton of Adelbert Wells
Sprague. Music will be acquired
shortly and rehearsals begin prompt
ly on receipt. Mr. Smith urges all
such activity as it tends to keep the
group together and also provides ex
pert training.
University of Maine won its open
ing game with Rhode Island Salurday, but from the standpoint of Knox
County fans had one unwelcome re
sult—the leg injury sustained by
Francis McAlary of Rockland who
will be out of the game for at least
two weeks.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live ipt lire agatn I would
have made a rule to read aome poetry
and listen to some music at leaat once
a week The lose of these tastee la a loai
of happlnaaa.—Charlea Darwin.
THK WOODS
Bv nr. lames T. Gallagher
Come to the woods with me!
Health and peace are there.
Come to God s church and see
The solemn trees at prayer
The choir of birds anear
Singing the hymnals meet.
As organ music clear
As angel's whisper sweet.

In that cathedral vast
Like stars that gem the night
The hand of God has east
Rare flowers for our delight
And In each leaf and hue
So mystically move
We read our story true
And Ood's mysterious love.

Alike In stream and sea
His gradeur Is unrolled
Alike In flower and tree
Creation we behold!
What fools the skeptics be.
How silly Is their wtt!
God made all things we see
His day is Infinite.
Come to the woods with me
And all their glory share;
Come to Ood's church and see
How nature worships there.
The choir of birds anear
Singing the anthems meet:
Ax organ's music clear
Ax angels whisper sweet

rx>* 1

THE REPUBLICAN PARTY’S TASK

The Courier-Gazette

REVIEWING INFANTILE PARALYSIS

TnRER-TIMES-A-WEEK

and a new spirit win i

put within you Restore Recovery Is the Job Set For Those Who Conditions As They Exist In Maine—With Our
Local Situation Well Protected
Believe In This Country’s Future

THE CURTIS CO. STOCK

Out of the financial districts comes
report that the Curtis Publishing Co
may soon clear up its accumulations
on the crtferried stock, in recognition
of the fact that the circulation of the
Sa'utday Evening Post, the com
pany’s hading periodical, is ahead
on? hundred thousand in comparison !
w 'h a year ago and its advertising
chcw'ng gain. Down through the
year 1932 the company paid the full
$7 a share on this stock, which for
the
two years was cut down and
now looks to resume that dividend,
♦he accumulations having meantime !
been cleaned up The present con
census seems to be, so the report •
goes on. that the curve of advertising1
lineage is definitely upward and this,
of course. Is the lifeblood of the Curtis 1
Company's business. As publisher of
the Saturday Evening Pest. Ladies' |
Home Joumel and the Country
Oentleman. Curtis leads the field In
magazine circulation and volume of
advertising. The company’s periodi
cals are recogniatd as outstanding
media in the sphere of national ad
vertising
This note of resumption has local
interest, recalling the fact that the
late Cyrus H K. Curtis made to the
endowment fund of the Knox County I
General Hospital a gift of $50,000 of
this preferred stock, which annually
pays into the hospital treasury the
handsome sum of $3500
AMONG THE AUTUMN FASHIONS
There is real refreshment brought
cut of the autumnal fashion reports
ip their review of the season's college
girls, whose influence in that sphere
is always recognized. Let us lay be
fore our readers these practical find
ings of a contemporary fashion
writer.
This year the college group is going
natural, casual and particularly wellbred. the reviewer declares
Last
year's super-sophistication is as dead
e.3 the poet-war flapper
Grecian
curls are out. so are high heels, and
even cocktails appear to be slipping
in favor of beer Hair Ls softer,
merely brushed back from the face
and off the fcrehad. with a few short
curb arcund the back of the head
Make-up is scarce, with faces giving
martly a well-washed look Lipstick
1? lighter In tone than for several
years, and nail polish usually matches
it. Rouge is conspicuous by its ab
sence and even powder is light in
texture and shs^Ied to match the skin.
The result Is a young girl look which
is every bit as engaging as its owner
intends and expects it to be.
Here hope Is pictured of the girl
returned to the winsome elder fashion
in which the world, taking pleased
note of her. bowed down as io a
creature of the ideal feminine, un
rouged. un-lipstickEd. and altogether
lovely and of good report.

BABY ON THE SCREEN
Mints In the movie3 that engage
! interest of the onlookers are
varied as numerous Inquired as to
at the most held Its attention, a
11 of the people who made up the
litnce would disclcs? wide differces of cpinion; but upon the one
iture there would be full agree■nt. Over ithe baby In the picture
ere will be found but the single
Snion. Every eye of the audience
Id the young actor steadfast and
cry heart warmed to him. The
see of news that comes from Hollyod. that the young tcT is the h'.gh; paid star on the roll, earning a
lary of $150 a minute cr $432.00 lti
eight hour day. will sound amazj; but the law forbids the baby
orktng" longer than thirty seconds
day. So he serves his turn, draws
5 $75. the day's professional engement Is over, and the cooing
reenlst goes forth to give plea ure to
s millions of smiling admirers.

Written for The Courier-Gazette

By Nicholas Roosevelt
For the National Republican Builders. Inc.

There is no epidemic infection As these symtoms are so very ’mwhich tends to alarm the mothers of portant and are our only clue to the
children to the same extent as does nature of the disease, and especially ,
as early scientific treatment gives
infantile paralysis. This alarm is
such great promise of recovery, it s [
obviously attributed to the well Importin'. that mothers should know
known disabling features of infan what these symptoms are. These
New 04 a le rs i potatoes and to fine Farmer John
tile
paralysis. There are. however. symptoms may at times be so mild
~~ ........—- 7sneer #t this slo. Smith because he had a good crop
that the average mother either over
pretend
of
potatoes
this
year
and
had
to
disj
some
distinctly consoling features
gan and
looks them entirely or attempts to
that it ls a mere pose of 100 bushels more than a about Infantile paralysis, and as so
treat them by home remedies. The
smoke screen to young theorist In Washington had much can be done with eases recog
child usually has a moderate fever,
hide the wish of allowed him to produce.
nized early and properly treated. It Is the stomach ls often upset with some
grasping
Indus- , They are quite prepared to cooperconsidered by all the experts work nausea and vomiting, and there Is
triallsts and self- ate with the government in anv
usually headache. The child often
ish
bankers
to reasonable way. They are even will ing with this disease very Important
breathes rather rapidly. He may be
that
mothers
understand
something
ing
to
give
a
portion
of
their
savings
plunder t h
drowsy though easily aroused, and
to the government—albeit with de regarding the symptoms and the
_ *""•nation.
often Irritable.
The outstanding
creasing grace the larger the con nature of this disease that they may
positive findings of nervous lnvolvi
nonsense.
When tribution! But they believe that seek
advice
before
permanent ment are stiffness of the neck and
people cry “Give government has its own clearly de
spine The stiffness of the back Is
damage
is
done.
business a chance!” they mean busi fined limits and should stay within
more characteristic than the stlffInfantile
paralysis
is
considered
a
ness of all kinds, large and small. In these limits. For themselves they
systemic
disorder
in
which
the
cases
!
cluding farming and the professions. want to feel free to go about their
fantile paralysis ls often unable to
Of course they do not mean to give , business without being in danger of i tending to develop paralysis and the
bend the back at all, or if so only to
a free hand to crooks and toucca-1 violating some bureaucratic regulation! PXception rather than the ruie
a slight degree, attempts at move
neers. They do not mean that em-1 and without fear of having some new I
The
.
„ u
., . .
, .I
. ,
.
Probably some 80 per cent or better ment often causing pain.
ployers shall be enabled to grind i experiment forced upon them by the
work out of laborers at starvation , restless occupant of the White House of cases of infantile paralysis escape diagnosis Is confirmed
.. . by a simple
. .
, ...
—.I
i procedure known as a lumbar puncThey want to feel secure in the paralysis entirely even without treat- . • • .
„
~
wages. What they do mean is that
ture which removes a small quanlty
government shall cease interfering In enjoyment of what they have ment. and often are not recognla d ‘
of spinal fluid which ls examined by
the legitimate business activities of honestly come by—and not'give too as cases of infantile paralysis. The
the laboratory which either confirms
the average man and woman and large a share to the politicians.
present epidemic ls parallelling the or disproves the diagnosis
From 1
that the President shall stop treating
They are quite aware that when epidemic of 1930 Since August 1. the time of the appearance of the I
America as a nation of economic government refuses to save for the (there have been reported in the State
first symptoms to the appearance of
guinea pigs. They imply a cessation ] people, then the people have to save of Maine 83 cases with seven deaths. paralysis, a period 01 from 1 to 3 or j
of reckless government expenditure for the government. They would 52 of these cases were reported in I
4 days usually elapses, thus making
They imply a cleaf-cut statement of prefer to see this process reversed, September and 31 in August. In it possible to diagnose the illness in ’
the government's tax policy.
In and the government do the saving 1930 there were in all 169 cases of
time for the administration of conparticular they demand an end to so that they can do a little more which 64 had been reported by
valscent serum This serum ls ob-'
social reforms Jammed through a spending
September 14. Accordingly, as we
talned from the blood of those who 1
What does all this mean trans- continue to parallel the epidemic of I have recovered from Infantile pa
weary congress without careful
preparation. adequate discussion or lated Into Republican action? It 1930 we shall still see the larger ralysis. This serum ls provided at'
realization of their consequences' means beginning to liquidate the part of this epidemic, and October
no cost to the patient by the State
"Stop meddling" is the thought in ' large New Deal bureaucracy, restor- will probably be the peak month Department of Health. Most of the '
the minds of many. "Let us alone!" * Ing the government to the frame- Rockland itself ls very lightly In
authorities on infantile paralysis
Through all of this, as through 1 work of the constitution, and ending fected there having been so tar only ‘
consider that this serum, if adminmost of the differences between New government meddling in private af- 3 cases, one of which was brought j
' lstered early in the disease before
in from a girls camp. It is Interest
Dealers on the one hand and Re-' fairs
1 paralysis has set in. will either prepublicans and Democrats on the
It means balancing the budget by ing to note that of these 83 cases j vent or appreciably reduce the
other, runs a deep conflict of philo- J putting an end to extravagance,
80 have appeared in 53 towns
i amount of paralysis.
sophy. The Republicans—and many J It means that this generation centered around the middle of the
of the old-fashioned Democrats— I must begin paying for its own mis state and In localities where numbers
An immense amount or research
feel that while it ls clearly the right takes Instead of passing them on to of people from different towns have
work is being done at the present
congregated, such as country fairs
of government to check abuses, curb Its children.
time ln an effort to provide some
corruption and prescribe certain
This is a task to try the courage
1
means
of immunising children
limitations on personal and business of the stoutest-hearted Republican.
It Is generally believed that this
conduct, either in order the better to It is the kind of work that France's disease Is transmitted from one | against this disease as is done with
protect the individual or for the great Premier. Poincare, performed patient to another through the nose smallpox, diptheria. typhoid fever,
general good, the government has no when he saved France from inflation and throat and occasionally intes etc. Dr. Brodie ln New York and
right to tell citizens in detail how and disaster after a long period of tinal secretions. A factor to be con Dr. Kolmer in Philadelphia have
they shall run their own affairs. reckless
government
spending- sidered is the carrier problem by both prepared a vaclne with which
'
They accept regulations in the inter saved France and ruined his own which we mean an individual, usual they have demonstrated that it ls
est of public health, such as sanitary career. It will, of course, call for the ly an adult who by contact with a possible to vaclnate Maccus Rhesus
and safety ordinances. They accept greatest ingenuity of a skilled poll- known case harbors the orgrnisnv In monkeys successfully against Infan
the imposition of maximum hours of tical mind, but above all it will call his nose and throat without having tile paralysis. These vaclnes at the
labor and even of minimum wages for those qualities implied In that the disease himself, but who can ln present time are being exhaustively
provided these are adjusted to local short, ugly. Anglo-Saxon
word this way transmit it to healthy investigated by the United States
conditions. They do not question “guts."
Unless the Republican children. Accordingly in addition to Public Health Service, and while the
the right of government to license ' candidate for the Presidency posses- the quarantine of patients ill with efficacy of these vaclnes is still ln
certain occupations In the general , ses guts in a high degree he will the disease, it Is a wise precaution to doubt, it ls believed that this work
interest,such as doctors, druggists, etc. find himself hog-tied by a band of keep children away from public demonstrates the possibility ln the
But they do deny the right of a politicians who are more interested gatherings, and to limit as much as near future of adequate protecting
bureaucrat ln Washington to tell a 1 in holding their own Jobs and find possible contact between healthy for all children. Neither of these
manufacturer at what price he may ing jobs for their friends than in children and those adults who are vaclnes are available commercially
sell his produce or how much new saving the country from destruction. known to have been in contact with at the present time, and even If they
were, the results are too uncertain to
machinery he may install. They do
In his next article Mr Roosevelt the disease.
deny the right of the government to j will discuss the great increase in the
The diagnosis of infantile paraly make their use safe at the present
fix a quota for the production of J Presidents power under the New Deal. sis is made after the nervous system time. There Is, however, a simple
has become involved, which as has precedure that can be used in the
presence of a epidemic. As bette.HIS LEG WAS BROKEN No 3 He Ls a dan«erous man near been mentioned would probably only
_____
goal for his three accomplishments occur in some 20 per cent of cases. than 89 per cent of parents are Im
mune, a small quantity of blood
Thorpe. Brilliant Rockland h“ppened ?lth.ln 30„“e* Wlth
taken from the parents and Injected
the score 3 to 1 in Rockland's favor,
Center, Victim Of Bad Ac the winning side was surging forward
Into the muscles of the child ls be
lieved
by those who are working with
cident Saturday
and Thorpe was almost through
this disease to probably confer im
again when he dropped. Carlson
munity for a week to ten days.
An unfortunate accident occurred came ln as his substitute.

•>

“Give business a chance!" This is the cry from one end of the country to
the other. It expresses not only the yearning of the American people but also
their sound common sense They know that if only the government will stop
interfering with business the natural forces of recovery will make themselves
felt and many of the present problems will cease tAubling.

jw

I This ls o{ r°urse

HOLEPROOF

In the second half Lewiston kicked
at the soccer football game between
Lewiston Celtics and Rockland when off. but there was little heart In the
Thorpe, the Rockland center, sus game from then on. The boys were
getting tired and were mud-streaked
tained a broken right leg after the
from head to foot. It was a ding dong
game had been in progress 95 minutes. I battle, both goals being tested with
The fleid was a sea of mud and the 1 Lewiston having a little more of the
players had difficulty ln keeping their play toward the game's end, but no
feet. The Rockland team was press- more scoring was done and the final
i
,
j • .v I result was Rockland 3. Lewiston 1.
ing on the Lewiston goal and in the .
scrimmage Thorpe, the snarp shooter Lewiston
Rockland

That Mr. Bickle is too much of a School boy, was not far behind In
| good work. The ball was greasy and
terer.”
Did he say you were handsome? hard to hold.
Rockland continued the pressure
No. He said you were."—Worceswith fine results, Thorpe scoring goal
Telegram.

THE MONTH

Jh

The present epidemic has revealed
i a rather general tendency to a rather
1 dangerous Intermission of most of
the symptoms after 48 hours. In
j other words, the child ls mildly ill
' for two days and apparently gets
1 better, but with usually some stiff
ness of the neck remaining. After
’ 24 to 48 hours symptoms are again I
I intensified with the onset of paI ralysis. It is felt that muscle fatigue

75* VALUE

Lelih-

and center iorward of the Rockland
8 ................................
Larson
attack, slipped in the mud and Campbell rb ......... ............... rb, Falk j
through no one's fault was badly in Wyse, lb..................... lb, O. Mellquist,
That well-known catch-word of
J. Robertson, rh............ rh, Hohnberg :
jured.
e old-time almanac that this
Thorpe Ls a good sport, a gentleman Sommervllle. ch.......... ch, Underwood
ler generation was reared upon, off and on the field, respected by play-1 Cavers, lh ........................... lh. McCall
mes in for eeaonal recognition,
ers and supporters of all clubs in the • A. Robertson, Watson, rw
r "this is about the time” that the
rw, Bergland, Lantz
League. He played a great game and
>rter apple editor receives from eviD.
Robertson,
c
.......
. ........ c, Thorpe
i scored a total of three goals for Rock
intly interested citizens of scattered
land before the accident. He was ta Greaves, A. Robertson, lw
gions of the country inquiries asso
lw, H. Mellquist, Reid, Benson
ken in the ambulance to Knox hos
rted with the Porter Apple. MostLinesman, Whitteham; referee,
pital
where
the
x-ray
showed
two
these are touched with humor and
James Cant.
light note of banter, which fall breaks below the knee It is hoped he
1 may recover soon and be back on the
easlngly upon the apple desk; but
A steward stoed at the gangway ol
ere is another feature of the annual team ere long.
As the game was a mud-spattered 1 a big liner, and as he stood there he
currence not to be lightly regarded,
kept shouting for the benefit of the
ad here allusion is made to a affair, good football was out of the
arriving passengers;
snonstraticn of the fruit itself, question. Lewiston scored first in 10
"First class to the right! Second
tiich renders the present year ever minutes, kept the ball In Rockland
class to the left."
cmorable, in the form of a generous territory for a time but soon the home
A young woman stepped daintily
igful, the product of a tree gracing team took up the running and five
aboard with a baby in her arms. As
je homo orchard at the Meadows, minutes later Thorpe scored. This
she hesitated before the steward he
id brought to the desk by Miss Anns put more pep into the Rocklandites,
bent over her and said, in his chival
ackington—an apple of such de- and again Thrope gained goal. Lew
rous way:
iston
put
up
a
good
fight
and
had
iiousness in content as confirms the
“First or second?"
rig-ago editorial expression of belief nearly as much of the play as Its
"Oh," said the girl, her face as red
opponent.
Larson,
the
young
goal
the Porter as an apple of exalted
tender, was saving his goal ln grand as a rose. “Oh, dear, neithci*—I’m
style and the Lewiston goalie, a High only the nurse.”
VOILA THE PORTER APPLE

5.<?5k °L.

4
Frosh, crisp, new, this Sock
of the Month adds a spar
kling touch to the style picture
for Autumn. It's made in a
fine silk mixture, with tasteful,
closely spaced figures on a
pepper-and-salt background
... in the season's best
shades. A sock that it very
unusual at this special price
of 50c. Be sure to see it.

New Garters,

25c, £0c

' with over exertion ln this intermls■ slon period is a contrlbutary factor
' in the alarming progress of this type
In all cases absolute rest ln bed is
imperative. All forms of massage,
manipulation, etc., are believed to
aggravate this disease in the acute
stage.
When
convalescence
Is
reached, paralysis becomes a prob
lem
For those surgeons who specialize
in the correction of deformities. The
Knox County General Hospital keeps
on hand a quantity of this convales
cent serum and Is ready at all times,
day or night, to place at the disposal
of the patient Its entire hospital
facilities including a completely
equipped laboratory for establish
ing
the
diagnosis.
Mothers
worried about their children are
urged to seek the advice of their
own doctors.

New Suspenders, 50c, $1.
NOW I EAT
♦ ♦ ♦♦

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

«*3 at

A GREAT DISPLAY OF STUDIO COUCHES
Every home nesds a Studio Couch. The most comfortable piece of home fur
nishing ever designed. We take great pride in the styles and coverings of our
Studios. They are truly beautiful.
SPECIAL! Our factory made up this particular Studio Couch for us to offer
at a real bargain. The cover is a beautiful rust and the mattresses of real inner
spring Construction. Makes into a full size bed or twin beds
if you prefer.
This is a high quality outfit and the price

jtn^ —e
^2 <

' BURPEE

BELLARS’
FOR INDIGESTION I

furniture co.
ROCKLAND, ME.

361 MAIN STREET,

lg. Parent
Rockland ou'.rushed the Hallowell Crane. Anderson, lg.
boys 11 fLrst downs to five first downs. LaCroe-?, Black, c
t. Campona
Beaten On Fluke Play At Accard* and 8kin:x‘r y'arrid ln ,he Peterson. Turner. Bronkie. rg.
_
,
•
backfield—Accard: running a kickoff
rg. Roderick
Hallowell, But Snowing 33 ya:dc and Skinner was always good Oray. Ayotte, rt.
rt. Keller
for three to 10 yards one? getting Mugita. Hinley, re,
re, Johnson
Great Improvement
away for a 40 yard gain.
Karl. Ea't, qb,
qb Bullard
A greatly unproved R-.kland High
Defensively the Rcckiand lin? had Skinner, Knowlton, rhb.
Sciuxil eleven kMt to a strong Hallo a wonderful charge and many Limes
lbh. Vinal. Theriault
rhb. Ware
well team Saturday on a rnln-roakcd I Peterson. Gray and Crane caught Crockett. Mazzeo lhb,
the Hallowell team behind the line Accardi. .Rawley, lb.
fb. Trial
flan.
Kotkland
Hallowell
Offl: alt—Shanahan. <Colbyi ref
A lucky break gav: Ha’lowen it Lord. Thompson, le,
eree; Luce iBatesi umpire; head
seer? In the teesnd period when a
le. Jackman. Levesque lnerman. Brewer <MC.I.)
Time
Rockland man tackled a Hallowell Mitchell, Morgan. It,
It, Vigue 4-10's.
man behind the line at the same tbne.'
The Hallowell man fumbled the ball
going into the hands of a brother
halfback stfH further behind the Ito?
and not knowing what to do with
the fl.ppiry pigskin threw Is as far
as he could and as luck would have
the Rockland secondary was too far
in and a Hallowell man for whom'th?
pass was not intended at all caught
It and walked across the goal line.
For the rest of the game the
Orange and Black team threatened
ooruLstent’y only to fumble the wet
118-119
pigskin in the shadow of the goal

ROCKLAND LOST
____

::ALL CARS::

Must Bear An Inspection Tag

BEFORE NOVEMBER 1
Official Inspection Station No. 186
FIREPROOF GARAGE

NAILING OUR flAO TO THE MASTHEAD
—/■ lit Utvu >I*iU Mlf mitintJ Mtr ttr fttitn I* lit wtrU. lit*>t"di •/ Ptltrt* Btifi wtrimtt iart ftrntj ftr rv. jttn tt ptrfttlitt
fnr ut Ulin tf iitttmmtl ttlt^thlti, tt^ ttw lit, tftr lint It
’ it.
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Btuitltdti "Hitt itntt ttitmtilhi»nitih. Btui rillitild tint "

Standard
and
sPeciaI
Accessory
O roups on
All Models
At Extra
Cost

ON DISPLAY
AT ALL BUICK SHOWROOMS
Prices
Subject
To Change
Without
Notlo©
Convenient
O M C. A.
Payment

BUICK
SPECIAL

’765 7

BUICK
ROADMASTER

’1255"’

0MS LOOK AT THESE PHENOMENAL F0UB.»nYOU LL SAY

- - - - - - - - - - - - ■■■'

f\ '

jfiB- - - - - - - - - - - —.

ill

wo years ago Buick deliberately
leveled its sights on 1936.

T

It coolly set its aim on bringing to
market (or that year a line of motor
cars that would startle the world.

It purposed to do that, not by freak or
superficial design, not by skimping
quality to make a price, but by sheer
merit as expressed in automobile
beauty, value, ability.
It submits to you now the eminently
satisfying results of that fruitful two
years of concentrated endeavor.
Here are four separate series of sen
sational new Buick cars — cars called
tihenomenal by experts in the trade
who previewed them.

Each is a feast to the eye schooled in
mature modern styling, as you can see.
Each has under the smooth flowing
planes and surfaces of its smart exte
rior, the solid, tough, durable, beautifully
engineered chassis that underwrites
Buick dependability.

And each offers you from the steppedup power of its big thrifty valve-in
head eight-cylinder engine such sdfe,

Ciiciiffibers
Upset Stomach Goes
.in Jiffy with BeU-ans

50

thrilling performance as you have
never known.
,
These cars are big cars every one —
built to almost lavish dimensions of
body room and head clearance — yet
they handle with the fingertip lightness
of small cars.

They are literally breath-taking in
power and speed and take-off, yet
under their new tiptoe hydraulics and
easy-steering knee-action they are
almost as manageable as a telephone.
They are thewed and sinewed by that
quality which springs from Buick’s
third of a century of manufacturing
experience, advantaged by $14,500,000
worth of new tools, dies and factory
re-equipment devised for these cars
alone.
These things are so true and so obvious
that everywhere you will soon hear the
motor-wise saying," BuiCK’STHE BUY!”

First of the
general motors cars

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 1000-W

Members of First Baptist Church
have their annual meeting and sup
per Wednesday evening at 6:30.

Knox County has been allocated
federal funds to the amount of
$39,770. Lincoln County's share ls
$12,610.

OCTOBER

A rummage sale will be held at
the Unlversallst vestry Oct. 12, under
the,auspices of Mrs. Olover's Class
and the Woman's Society, with Miss
Ellen J. Cochran as chairman.

s M T w T| F s
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 18 9 10 11 12
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27 28 29 30 31

Coach Sczak played host Friday
evening to the football boys at his
apartments on Orove street, the time
passing happily ln games and eats,
with pep talks sandwiched ln be
tween courses.

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Auxiliary to Anderson Camp,
will meet Wednesday, with supper
at 6 ln charge of Mrs. Ella Flye. Mrs.
Emma Douglas and Mrs. Sarah
Thomas. Election of officers will
take place at the evening session.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 2 (10-7.30)—Educational Club
meets with Mrs. Karl Packard. Rock
port for day picnic. Box lunch at 12:30
Oct 8— Free Christian Science lecture
Oct. S—(Football i Waterville High vs
Rockland High at Community Park.
Oct 7—City Government meeting.
Oct. S Knox County Teachers’ con
vention In Rockland.
Oct. 0-3:30-7:39 Citizen. Civic Com
mittee holds public supper at Elks
home
Oct. 12—Columbus Day
Oct. 17—First meeting of Baptist
Men s League
Oct 23 Bangor annual festival of
Eastern Muiue Musical association
Oct 20—Examinations In this city for
West Point and Annapolis.
Nov. 1-30 Deer hunting season ln
Knox County.
Nov 28-30-Bull moose hunting season
In Knox County.

Officers and teachers of the Unl
versallst Sunday school are to meet
at the home of Miss Ellen J. Coch
ran, Friday at 7:30, to confer with
Miss Harriet Yates of Boston, field
worker of the Unlversallst general
Sunday school.

Funeral service
of Adrianna
Bridges was held at Burpee's Funeral
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to Parlors Saturday. The bearers were
night.
Ivan Merriman, Lincoln Speed Mer
rill Speed and A. B Bogerson Rev.
Opportunity Class meets Thurs J. Charles MacDonald officiated.
day at the home of Mrs Clara Emery Interment at Owls Head cemetery.
Election of officers.

A free Christian Science lecture Is
scheduled for Oct. 8. at the local
church, the lecturer to be Richard
J. Davis of Chicago.

1

Patrolman J. D. Chapman is on his
annual vacation.
Patrolman Carl,
Chrlstoflerson. having brought Union
Fair to a successful conclusion, is back :
on his beat.
Mrs. Henrietta T. Tolman. DAR !
chairman of conservation and thrift, j
will broadcast Wednesday at 2 p m
from WLBZ Her subject Is Conser
vation of Bird Life.”
_____

Canton Lafayette and Auxiliary
will meet Wednesday with supper at
6:30. For entertainment there will
be a snipping party each member
taking a five-cent package.

j

There will be an all church social
at the Methodist vestry Wednesday
evening following circle supper. Miss
Amy O. Sherman, young people's
worker, will be in charge, and a jolly
time ls promised.
Miss Nettie Burleigh of Vassalboro
is to be one of the Educational Club's .
speakers at Mrs Karl Packard’s at
Wednesday's picnic, together with
Representative Neil A. Fogg. Discus- J
sions and drive records. Take your '

Regional Sunday School conven
tion under the auspices of the Maine
Council of Religious Education at
the Congregational church. Wiscas
set,
takes
place
Wednesday.
The speakers will include Dr. For
rest L. Knapp of Chicago, Rev.
Harry E Titus of Greenwich, N. Y,
and Rev. O H. Osborne of Portland
A group of boys and girls from the
classes directed by Miss Margaret
McKnlght. director of rural religious
education, will put on a pageantpantomime. The way of the Cross. '
for the devotional closing in the
evening.
,
Golden Rod Chapter met Friday
evening, with supper In charge of
Mrs Vivian Hewett. Mrs Clara
Watts was elected as secretary to
succeed Mrs. Susie Campbell who
has removed to Portland, and was
installed by Mrs. Hewett, a past ma
tron. The degree was conferred on
Mrs Edna Brewster through cour
tesy of Etjel Chapter of Bangor. Pa
Memorial services were conducted
for Mrs Kathleen Marston, Charles
Schofield and Miss Mae Ingraham.
Among visitors were Mrs Carrie
Smith of Warren, district deputy
grand matron, and other members
of Ivy Chapter of Warren.

One outstanding Maine Odd Fel
low and one Rebekah were honored
friend's heart problem and your fa at the Sovereign Grand Lodge, I.O.vorite memory gem.
OF session held recently at At
lantic City, N. J. Elton H. Fales of
The paraphernalia for the safety i Lewiston was made grand messenmeetings to be held under the auspices er, and Mrs. Inet S. Crosby of Cam
of the sheriff's department, has ar den was made guardian of the As
rived and the first session will be hela sociation of Rebekah Assemblies.
at the Court House Friday night at Both are special honors con
7.30. Officers, firemen and others In ferred by Grand Sire Parker P.
terested in first aid and artificial Deane of Richmond. Va.. and Miss
Agnes E. Rogers of New York, presi
respiration, are invited.
dent of the Association of Rebekah
Ml of Maine's 16 counties are rep Assemblies. Mrs. Crosby ls a trus
ented by students in the entering tee of the Odd Fellows' Home at
iss at Colby College this year. Num- Auburn and during the recent
ring 192. about two-thirds come Sovereign Grand Lodge session ad
Dm Maine and the rest from 10 dressed the members upon all Odd
her States and countries. The stu Fellows' Homes of the world. She
nts from Knox County are Walter j ls a member of Malden Cliff Rebekah
,rong, Thomaston; Clayton Young, Lodge of Camden, a past president
atlnicus;
Donna deRochemont, of Rebekah Assembly of Maine, and
a member of the committee on print
ockland.
ing for the State.
•
’
Mrs Annie B. Cole. 71 of Biddeford
Circle supper at the Congrega
do died Saturday was a widely
lown clubwoman and known to tional church tomorrow is to be fol
any in Rockland and vicinity. She lowed by a social period under the
id served as secretary and treasur- direction of the hospitality commit
of the Maine Federation of tee. after which Rev. C. H. Olds will
omen's Clubs, had four times been give a talk on “How I Shall Answer
delegate to the biennial convention President Roosevelt's Letter." Mr.
the National federation, and had Olds' talk will include a symposium
so attended the sessions of the New of non-political expression by rep
igland Conference of Federation of resentative men from varied fields
of Rockland's life, although sources
omen's Clubs.
of opinion will not be revealed and
Four district conventions for every effort will be made to keep the
Knights of Pythias will be held dur symposium on a non-political plane.
ing October, the fourth for Districts In order to ensure this theie will
No. 12 and 13 at Rockland. Oct. 17. not be any discussion of the subject,
Several of the Grand Lodge officers but the symposium of the subject
will be the speakers. George E. should be very interesting, as it will
Oray, district deputy grand chancel reveal Rockland welfare from many
lor, ls in charge of arrangements angles. There will also be a meet
General Berry Lodge of Rockland ing of the teachers of the Sunday
will act as host lodge. Other lodges school and parents of the Sunday
to be represented will include King school children, with the view of
Arthur of Stonington; Fox Island. forming a Sunday School ParentNorth
Haven;
Georges
River. Teacher Association.

Warren; Camden Arcana Thomas
ton, and Meduncook, Friendship.

Public harvest dinner Methodist
vestry Wednesday. Oct. 2, 11 to 1; 35c.
117-118
DENTAL NOTICE
During the month of October I will
only make appointments for Mondays
and Fridays as I have to be out a large
part of the month. Please make ap
pointments for those days.
DR.
JAMES DAMON, Dentist, over New-'
berry's 5c & 10 store. Tel. 415-W.
118T130
I

HAROLD COOMBS
WILL RUN A SPECIAL SMfe
FOR THIS WEEK ONLY AT
STUDLEK FURNITURE CO.
Rockland, Me.
ON RANQE AND PARLOR OIL
BURNERS at only $12. Complete
FURNACE POWER OIL BURN
ERS AT BIG REDUCTIONS
HAVE YbdR OIL BURNERS
OVERHAULED BY AN EXPERT
For ohly'$1.66
118*It

MRS. E. R. BROCK

ETTA M. O'BRIEN

Jnnie E., wife of Edward R. Brock.
One of the saddest tasks in this
d i d at her home on State street Sept newspaper office yesterday was the I
1 She was bom ln Ncrthport Nov. writing of an cbltuary of Etta M.
21, 1866. daughter of Na'han and I O’Brien, one cf the older members
Mary Seve:ianc« Hi'l , and was mar of The Courier-Gazette force, whose
ried firrt to Sidney Clark. One child, death was briefly announced in Sat
barn cf this union, died ln infancy. urday's issue.
Miss O'Brien, who was employed
E?.? was married to Mr. Brock ln
> n ■
M
'•v 3$ »
« '
F tzwill.am. N H„ Nov 1. 1890 Dur as linotype operator, relinquished her
A visit to our Bedding Department will surprise yoc, Here Is
ing thHirst eijht year; cf their mar- duties two weeks ago for the pur
assembled an assortment of besutilul beds I nearly a hundred st.vlej
f-'l life they resided ln Beaten, for pose of moving from her Grace street
of foar-pertars, colonial, and the beautiful steel bids by Simmons|
n ne years they lived in Camden and home to the Mortland apartments on
and every one priced extremely low.
the remaining y:ors were spent in Masonic street. This task was but
partly accomplished last Thursday
Rcckiand.
Hom; ties alwavs cams fir t in Mrs. when she experienced the paralytic
Brack's life, but she derived a great J shock from which she never rallied
deal cf pleasure in her membership With her in her last moments were
in Gold n Rod Chanter, O.ES, | her oister, Miss Harriet E. O'Brien of
Mi-iam Rtb?kah Ledge th? Sun'hine I Danbury, Conn., and soveral friends
Eccictv and in attending the Methc- ] who had been associated with her on
dit Church. 8h? was a friend to the the mechanical department of this
T
r.zcdy, and was always ready to lend i paper.
a helping hand ln tim-v cf trouble 1 Born ln Warren, the daughter of
Ftr several yt its Mrs Brock was in Thomas L. and Emily (Maxcv)
very poor health, through which Mr i O'Brien, she lived in that town until
A Closeout ol Burrows $2.C0 Quality Tables
Brrck cared for her with loving de she was 16 She then moved to Rock
land where she had long been associ
votion.
In 1930 Mr and Mrs. Brock cele ated with local news-paper work, first j
brated th»ir 4Cth wedding anniver with the now defunct Rockland
sary by holding open haute and it Opinion, nnd since that time with
was a very happy occasion for both.
The Courier-Gazette—a connection
Mrs. Brock leaves her husband. a which remained unbroken until the
ni.ee. Mrs. Annie Durkin of Brook time of her death. Miss OBrien was
NEXT IS THE MATTRESSES
lyn. her brother-in-law, E. H. Brock an expert linotype operator, but her
of Bo ton, and several cousins
And wr have a right to be proud of the display for there Is one foi
interest did not cease with the mere
every purse
Funeral rervicea were held at the setting of type. She had the paper's
rt dence Thursday afternoon. Rev. interest at heart, and was ever on
GENUINE INNER SPRING MATTRESS
Charles E Brooks of the Methodist guard against those errors which
Containing $99 roil springs, (hick cotton overlay, aad a beautiful
Church officiating. Beautiful floral creep into composition in any news
damask ticking. Any slse. Price only—
offerings bore mute testimony to the paper office. The writer, who sadly
high esteem In which she was held. pens these lines, knows by persona'
$15.50
Pull Two Quart Size—All First Quality
Tire bearers were Henry' G Wall. By experience of many humiliating
Others from $9.95 to $59.00
ron Mcore, Fred P Coif an and Har- errors which were spared because of
I c'.d Rickliffe. Interment was in the her intelligent and conscientious
THEN COMES THE SPRINGS
' family lot in Searrmont
oversight. A friend's remark l.ngers;
And we can sgll ypu a good coil spring that wiU give you years of
real comfort lor only—
"In her gentle philosophy there was
SAMVEL F. BANKS
no room for doubts and fears—ij. was
$8.95
replete with her faith in the Eternal
Ma ;nic
funeral servxes
for
Ocodness. Modest and unassuming I
Samuel F. Banks who died Sept. 26.
she shared the Joys and sorrows of her |
e;?d 60 years, were held Sunday aft-1
associates—always a staunch, devoted
361 MAIN STREET,'
ROCKLAND, ME.
, rt-coq fr;tn the Waterman chapel.
friend.”
Be .“on. He had been ln ill health ,
Miss O'Brien was a member of Ivy'
th? past seven years, but had spent
Chapter. O ES, of Warren.
his lart rummer at his old horn? in
The Double Grill Kind with Legs—Usually $1.50
She is survived by a sister, al j W
I
Rcckport,
He
was
educated
in
the
The W.C.T4J. will meet Friday aft
ready mentioned; a brother. Oeorge
MINTURN
Rcckport schools, oRer which fcr a L. O'Brien of Vassalboro; and a niece.
tmeon with Mrs Jeannette Dunton
Mechanic street. The program subMr and Mrs Warren Staples have white he followed the rea with his Mrs. Wendell Chatfield of Warren.
ject will be 'Highlights from the arrived home from a trip on the tether. the late Capt. 8, W. Bor.k
The funeral service will be held at
State Convention '1
mainland. They visited Mr. and Going to Boston he was empltyed by ! the Mortland home. Masonic street,
SETTER CRANE COMPANY
Rhodes
Bros.,
as
a
meat
cu'ter.
rome
Mrs. Harold Page of Newcastle. Mrs.
at 2 o'clock today and will be con
Edith Matthews cf Fairfield, and year.' liter cneratlng a market of hi? ducted by Rev Corwin H Olds, pastor
A carload of c:al an ivlng by Mir ? |
Mr. and Mrs. Leverette Stanley of own in Rockport
of the Rockland Congregational were in attendance and are only at the E J. Kalloch home last Thurs
Central, was transferred to the Court Manset. During their absence Mrs
Returning to Bo«ton he entered the
day on a social call.
Church, of which she was a member. now returning to normal
Hou*? bins yesterday. The new rear [, Phyllis Staples cared for their home. employ of William; & Bangs Real"Apple blossom time" was Sept. 28
The bearers will be Harold G. Cole,
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Post of Lynn,
entrance to the Court House base | Miss Maxine Sprague who has tors. being advanced to superintend
John M. Richardson. Henry C Chatto Mass., have been passing a week with at the Fred Jameson's. He has an
ment was used for (he fint time.
, been guest of friends at Clark Island ent of tome of the larger building; in and Charles Woodcock. Interment relatives In this part of the town.
apple tree ln full bloom and recent
-------and Rockland, has returned home. Be ton. including the Old South in Warren.
ly picked a spray containing eight
Mr.
and
Mrs
Egbert
Maxey
of
The woodcock ssaeon opens todiy j Roy Thomas of Sullivan visited Building the Wa llington Building
perfect blossoms.
Olencove
were
recent
callers
on
aivdxxtoiute to Oct 31. The parridg Mr. and Mrs Alden Stanley over arl Trinity Court. His last cmp'.oyNORTH
WARREN
Mabie
Crawford.
White Oak Orange received second
nent was as traveling salesman for
season, which also opens today and the weekend.
Union Fair is over! Everyone and
Mr. and (Mrs George Macomber prize In the Grange exhibit at Union
a
Providence
firm,
covering
New
extends to Nov. 15. The daily bag on i Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Vennie are
family from this part of th estate and Mrs. Hattie Hall of Augusta were Fair.
each bird is limited to four.
receiving congratulations on the England and during these years he
nude
many
friends
ar.d
acquaint'
_____
birth. Sept. 26. of a daughter who
aners. He was a member of St. Paul's
has been named Helen Gloria.
More four-leaf clovers arrived at
Mrs. Abby Stanley who has been Ledge FAM. of Rockport. and an
the lucky editor's desk yesterday,
serving on the Jury at Ellsworth re Odd Fellow.
picked bv Ella A. Oolden, Sept. 23.
He i; survived by his wife. Mrs
turned home Saturday.
The 8yl verier four-leaf clover was
Miss Margaret Stanley is attending Miry M.. a son. Earle, a granddaugh
exhibited at the Union Fair padter Phylll'. two slcp-daujhters Mar
High School at Sullivan.
dock and somehow failed to work.
Mrs. Rilla Jellison is visiting guerite and Gladys Lute, all of Bcsta>, and three sisters Mrs Grace Ford
friends at Clark Island.
of Oakland. Cal., and Mrs. Margue
The Baptist Christian' Education
rite Maxey and Mrs. Katherine S.
BORN
program, comprising Richard Hol
land, director of young peopled work; VENNTE At Minturn. Sept 26. to Mr Dew of Rockport Interment wa; at
and Mrs Lawrence Vennie. a dxugh- Fcrest Hills.
Miss Pearl Rosser director of chil

Bargains in

Omp&ssg

Sentes9

BEDDING

Special Sale Items

For This Week

CARD TABLES
$1.29

HOT WATER BOTTLES

29c

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

SANDWICH TOASTER

$1.00

0CTOBER SALE OF FURS

SAVE 25%

dren's work, and W. E. Chalmers, di
rector of adult work, will visit Rock
land. Monday. Oct. 14.

ter. Helen Gloria
DEWINTER—At Rockland. Sept 27. to
Mr and Mrs John DeWInter of Tho
maston. a daughter

MARRIED
CARVER-HALL—At Rockland. Sept :o. |
by Rev J C. MacDonald. Howard F
Carver of Rochester. N Y and Miss
SUtelle M. Hall of Rockland.
HAININO-LANE— At Rockport. Sept 28
by Rev. F F. Fowle Byron Halnlng of
Rockland and Ml&s Thelma Lane of
Rockport.
SHI ELDS-RICHARDS
At
Thomaaton.
Sept 25. William Shields and Mrs
Gertrude Richard-, both of Thomas
ton.

Strand Thea re ls soon to be
equipped wi.ii a steam healing plan;,
replacing the hot air furnace system,
which has been used slnoe the theatre
was built. The contract will be in
the hand; of William T Smith, the
Thomaston contractor whose mark’d
success with many other large con
tracts is a guarantee that patrons of
died
Strand Theatre are going to be very OBRIEN At Rockland. Etta M O'Brien
Sept 28 Funeral today at 2 o'clock
comfortable when cold weather sets
at 52 Masonic street. Interment ln
Warren.
in.

BROCK—At Rockland. Sept 24. Jennie
E . wide of Edward R Brock, aged 68
years. 10 montbs. 3 days.
Irving Ross, who has been serving
WOTTON—At Rockland, Sept 23 Fsnas day clerk at The Thorndike since
nla E.. widow of C Frank Wotton.
aged 70 years, 5 months. 9 days
the remodelled hotel was opened, govs
Funeral 14 State St. Tuesday 2 o'clock.

this week to Calais, where he will
manage the St. Croix Hotel owned by
E. A. Woodman of the E xecutlve
Council. Mr. Ross, who has been in
the hotel business 20 years, has made
many friends here, as he does every 
where, and his regret at leaving *s
fully shared by those who have met
him.

Rumor has been busy for several
weeks connecting the name of Jo eph
Dondis with the Republican nomina-1
tton for mayor. Mr. Dondis cast the
matter lightly aside when It was first j
broached to him. but so many voters
have approached him on the subject
that he Kelt he must take some cog
nizance of the matter. Seen by a |
Ccuritr-Gazette reporter yesterday:
he said: “If my friends feel that they
want me. and jaelieve that I would
fulfill the duties of the office. I will
consent to run. If some man con
sidered more caoabie ha; alreadybeen picked out, I will be content to
remain on the side lines.” Mr.
Dondis is manager of Strand Theatre,
and it was through his efforts that I
the playhouse was built. His keen
ness as a business man, and his
recognized desire to please the pub
lic are well known.
Burdelle’s Drc?s Shcp jurt received
misses knit suits $5.95 and $695.—
adv.

CARD OF THANKS
We. the undersigned, wish to thank
all our neighbors and friends for as
sistance and help rendered Thursday
morning when our house caught fire
Especially would we thajik the Waldo
boro Fire Department for IM splendid
work ln saving the main part of the
houae when destruction seemed Inevita
ble. For every aervlce. from the least to
the greatest, we feel truly grateful.
Alfred S. Standish and family.

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service
AND

Funeral Parlors
Established 1840 Licensed Embalmeri and
Attendants
John O. Stevens.
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone
450
Representatives in all large cities
In the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service is instantly available.
Experienced attendants on duty.

Day vid Night Telephone
450
361 MALI ST,

rry«,M»r"'

ROCKLAND, ME.
20-U

EAST WALDOBORO
Ralph Flanders of Portland was
wjdctnd guest of his parents. Mr. an J
Mn. John L. Flanders.
Mrs. I. M. Frort of Belfast called
Suhday on Mrs J. A. Rines.
There was no school Wednesday
Sevjral attended Union Fair. Schco!
was aleo closed on Friday as Mis;
Mutr attended the Teachers' County
Convention at Boothbay. Mrs. Doro
thy Ccomhs also amended tho con
vention.
Miss Rena Wiley, who ha; been at
her home during the summer, re
turned Saturday to Mrs. Mary Mat
thews' at the village. .
Mr. and Mr.;. M. T. Mank of Farm-1
ingdale were weekend visitors at the
heme of Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank.
The company were dinner guests
Sunday of Mr and Mrs. C. Frank
Jackson of South Waldoboro.
Several moose have been seen In
this locality recently
Mrs. Alfred (Little and Archie Little
of Brist ol were callers Friday on rela
tives here.
Edward Ccomhs, who has been
working in a State road crew near
Augusta, has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Donovan of
Provincetown. Mass., were gucts
Monday at John Rines.'
Mrs. Annie Hahn of Rockland
called at James Mank's last Sunday.
The Social Club held Men’s Night
at the North Warren Grange hall
Saturday, with .supper at 6.30. Danc
ing, card3 and a racial time were the
attractions.
Albert Shuman and family called
Sunday on hisgrandmother, Mrs.
Sarah Sidensparkcr.
Mis; Dorothy Master; of Round
Pond is visiting her aunt Mrs. Ethel
Ilanna.
Fred N. Mank ls ill.

WANT-ADS CIVE

MINIMUM COST
J,J.

I,l.» on

Friday and Saturday, October 4-5
SELECT YOUR WINTER FURS

NOW
PRICES TO FIT ANY BUDGET

We personally selected the
furs for this sale months ago
so that you are assured of the
finest furs at the lowest pos
sible prices.
s».

Special for This Sale!
BEAYERETTES
SEALINES $ r
LAPINS
AU coats guaranteed to be the
latest styles in swagger and
full length models.

Other Featured Furs
RACCOONS
HUDSON SEALS
CARACULS
LEOPARDS
JAP MINKS

A:

NORTHERN SEALS
MUSKRATS
LAPINS
MENDOZA BEAVER
PONIES

$59.00, $79.00, $99.00, $129.00,
$159.00 and up
IT IS OUR AIM TO SATISFY, NOT MERELY TO SELL . . .
to bring you the maximum in FUR COAT VALUES.

-

t

A SMALL DEPORIT NOW will hold your coat. Pay cut of
weekly or monthly income!

FOR CONVENIENCE OF OUR CUSTOMERS WE WILL RE
OPEN FRIDAY EVENING AND SATURDAY EVENING
AS USUAL.

Remember, 2 DAYS ONLY

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
OCTOBER 4-5

HASKELL & CORTHELL

CAMDEN

Make It a Point To Come In Early and Be Assured of a Complete Selection

Clumber Spaniel Heavier ’
Than Most Other Breeds

Right Out Of The Air
By R F SERVICE
That fellow Jack Benny cornea
back to the airwaves Sept. 29 with
a new cast and completely new
gags. In (act,
Jack reports, the
gags are so new
that most ot them
haven’t been
thought up yet.
He'll have Johnny
Green's band and
Michael Bartlett
to do the' tenortng, both new| comers. But Mary
.
Livingstone, who I
Mary Llv.ng.tone ,g M„ Benny m

she was three and has spent most
ot her life below the Mason-Dixon
line.

•••Frank McHugh and A1 Jen
kins, movie comedians, will make
their radio debut
as a team on A1
Jolson's Saturday
evening Chateau
program Sept. 2$.
Ginger Rogers
will be heard on
the same pro| gram singing the
tunes from her
greatest movie
success, “Top
private Ute. will, as usual, be there 1
_.
_
Hat,” to the acto ask “What has Mike Bartlett
mger ogere conipanlnlellt of
that Frank Parker didn't have?"
Victor loung's orchestra.
•••Another astute comic who re
•••For years Nils T. Uranlund.
turns to the loud speaker set on the
same date. Sept. 29, is Phil Baker, the N. T. G. heard each Tuesday
now to be known as “The Ureat night via NBC. has been the Broad
American Tourist." Baker is so set way showgirl's best friend. Each
on making his show a *wow” that month Uranlund casts hundreds of
he has (our script writers working girls in night club revues, and
stage productions. Recognised as
(or him.
the successor o( the late Flo Zleg•••Helen Hayes, first lady of the (eld, Granny has been retained to
air, Is due to bow In Oct. 1 with a recruit the beauties for the film,
story called “The New Penny." “The Great Zlegfeld.”
She's resting in Europe, looking
•••The first week in October
over a new play, but Edith Metser,
who is writing her series, keeps brings three important additions to
sending scripts to London for Miss radio. The new Mills Brothers se
ries with Art Kassel's orchestra,
Hayes' approval.
and Hal Totten, sports commenta
•••Nick Dawson, who with Elsie tor premieres Oct. 4. On Sunday,
Hits Is starred in "Dangerous Para Oct. 6, the Bob Ripley. Ossie Nel
dise,’ has done son. Harriet Hilliard series will be
Just about every- launched via NBC and on the same
thing in the day Alexander Woolcott will com
world In addition mence his broadcasts over CBS.
to acting and
•••Radio has a way of creating
now he's writing
the scripts (or the its stars over night. Bob Burns,
series himself. In "The Arkansas Traveller." is today
his spare time, he | the newest comedy discovery He's
palnta miniatures been offered a half dozen contracts,
settings for stage His rise has been as rapid as Joe
Ferfner’s, but his
productions, and ,
star ts not expect
writes verse. He ]
ed to wane so
Nick Dawson wa8 injured in
rapidly, for his
the World War, so he's a "veteran” ]
style of delivery
In more ways than one.
Is as restrained
as his material la
•••In four years broadcasting.
funny. His fam
“Buck Rogers” has caused more
ous "Bazooka”
than 6.000 youngsters to write in
and a lot of hope
with plot suggestions and hasards |
was all that Bob
for Buck and Wilma to work their
Burns brought to
way out of. Radio experts hold this,
New York three
program up as an example of mak
Bob Burns
months ago from
lng children think constructively.
his native Van Buren. Arkansas.
•••Neila Goodelle. lovely singing Bob has won his spurs wtth suc
pianist, comes naturally by that cessful appearances on the Vallee
Southern accent you hear on her and Whiteman hours. Listeners
Sunday evening programs. Al may dial his comedy on the Whitethough born in the Catskill Moun- man Music Hall programs oa
tains, Neila moved to Florida when j Thursday evenings.
•
_
_________________ ____

The Clumber spaniel Is a little
heavier than most of the other
breeds of spaniels, more massive
and, therefore, he is not so active.
He is a slower worker In the Held,
but Is one of the best among Held
dogs. The Clumber has hn-n called
the “old gentleman's and the wom
an's" sporting dog. There is a lot
of truth In the characterization,
but taken all together, the Clumber
la the best all-around sportsman of
Hie spaniel family. In fact, says an
authority In the New York Herald
Tribune, there Is not his equal, as
he Is excellent In the field and also
In the water.
There la not much Information
as to the origin of the Clumber
breed, but the dogs were first Intro
duced Into England by one of the
dukes of Newcastle at his Notting
hamshire country seat, which hhppened to be named Clumber, from
which circumstance this breed was
named. At this great British coun
try estate the Clumber breed Is still
raised and guarded In all its pris
tine purity.
It Is a matter of speculation as
to what crosses were used to pro. duce the Clumber and some writers
have intimated that the St. Bernard
was uaed In crossing, but as this
was before this breed's advent tn
England, It makes the Idea unlikely.
; The leadlDg features of the
Clumber spaniel are a massive
• head, short, deep and square muzi xle, on a massive body, moderately
’ long with great bones, short legs
and a dense flat coat. The color
should he white with alight lemon
markings.

“Thunderer of Water*,’’
Name for Niagara Falla
•The Thunderer of Waters” was
the old Indian name for Niagara
falls, and the redskins believed that
the Great Spirit lived within Its
bounds, according to the stories re
lated by guides at the falls, notes
a writer In the Detroit Free Press.
Each year, according to the
guides, the Indians made a sacri
fice to the spirit of the falls, by
sending the falreet maiden of the
tribe over the rushing water In a
canoe laden with fruit and spoils
of the chase. They believed by so
doing that they could appease the
wrath of the Thunderer of the Wa
ters."
In later years many men and
women have braved the terrors of
the falls to gain a little notoriety.
Bobby Leach, encased In s steel
barrel, plunged over the Horseshoe
falls. July 25. 1911. consuming 22
minutes from start to finish.
He was one of the few to go over
the falls and live to tell the story.
Anna Edison Taylor plunged over
i the Horseshoe falls In a barrel Oc1 tober 24, 1901, the only woman to
make the trip and live.

Jack Benny and Mary Lhingstone Back

On the Air With Two New Playmates

Hills Not Magnetic
Many motorists have been astnn
Ished In traveling about to have en
countered so-called magnetic hills.
It is said that by reason of some
mysterious magnetic attraction In
the earth at these points an auto
mobile will ascend the hills with
out power. This magnetic Influ
ence Is not real, however, but Is the
♦suit of an optical Illusion Just the
same as some streams appear to
run upgrade. One of the best known
of these lllnslve hills Is located In
southern California. Here the motorist approaches Magnetic hill on
n 15 degree grade and as he bowls
along he cornea to a sharp curve.
When the curve Is made he seems
to be still going uphill and If the
motor Is turned off the machine
goes right ahead. But the truth of
the matter Is that he Is descending
a two-degree grade Instead.—Path
finder Magazine.

Jack Benny and Mary Livingstone in center; Michael Bartlett, left;
Johnny Green, right.

America's lavorite comedy couple. show as have Johnny Green and his
Jack Benny and Mary Livingstone, brilliant danoe orchestra. Johnny ts
are back at their Sunday night also well known as the composer ot
such song-hits as "Body and Soul.”
microphones over the nationwide
"1 Cover the Wateriiont" and “Out
NBC-WJZ network (7:00 EST. 6:00 of Nowhere.” The gang ts broadcast
CST, 9:30 MST and 8:30 PST.I ing from Hollywood where Benny la
This season the popular pair have making some new films With these
two new partners-ln-fun. Michael new additions to the show, critics
Bartlett, sensational young tenor of are predicting that the Sunday night
atage and screen whom Grace Moore Benny programs will achieve even
has picked as her leadlne man for greater popularity than they have in
the movies, has Joined the Benny | the pan seasons.

,
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Growth of P. O. Department
The Post Office department grew
remarkably In the first 40 years of
our present government. Tn 1789
there were 75 post offices and 1.875
miles of post roads. Tn 1928 there
were more than 8,000 post offices
and 114.780 miles of mall lines.
Early postage rates were exceeding
ly high. For many years six cents
was the lowest for a distance of
only 30 miles. The cost ranged to
25 cents for 450 miles or over. Tx»tter writers pleaded for cheaper
postage. Congress In 1945 reduced
the cost of half-ounce letters to five
cents for 300 miles. 10 cents for dis
tances over 300 miles. Further agi
tation resulted In a three cent rate
for the half-ounce letter In 1851.

' In Inland Pennsylvania City

QERVICE in the navies of two
nations, involuntary participa
tion in a South American revolu
tion. and fifteen years as a navlgatlng officer on merchant vessels, all
contribute to provide a series of
stirring chapters In the career of
Captain B. K. Roden, organiser of
the Admiral Dahlgren Section of
the U. S. Navy League at the in
land city ot Scranton. Pennsylva
nia. and of a Sea Scout Base on a
nearby body of water. •
Captain Roden began his career
as a cadet lu the Swedish Navy.
While still a young man. with the
consent of the Swedish Govern
ment. he accepted a commission in
the Argentine Navy and tor four
years was engaged in the hydril
graphic surveying of the River
Plate and adjacent waters. During
this period, on the night of July
26. 1890. the Union Clvtca. a revo
lutionary organization, called Its
members to arms in revolt against
the corrupt administration of
President Celman.
Barricades were thrown up In the
streets of Bnenos Aires. Two days
of indecisive street fighting fol
lowed. but the navy and a number
of regiments of the regular army
went over to the Insurgents. Presi
dent Celman discovered that Ms
corrupt administration of affairs
had alienated practically all public
support. On July 31. he resigned
his office and fled the city, disguised
as a fireman on a train bound for
Cordova, having taken the precau
tlon to deposit some two million
dollars to his account In the Bank
of France.

WANT-ADS
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Duty, Sacred to Chinese
Filial duty Is believed to be In
grained more deeply In the Chinese
than in any other race. This is Il
lustrated In one way by the fact
that the amount of money which is
sent regularly to parental homes
tn other countries totals more than
*4.000,000 a week.—Collier's Weekly.

DR. CHAS. N. THURLOW
with
DR. R. L. STRATTON
Children’s Work a Specialty
Office Hours 8.00 to 5.30
Tel. 611-M
420 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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Scale Production
Metals Is Foreseen.
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New York.—A new electrochem
iT
ical Industry utilizing desert ores is
16
13
IM
15
a
in the making at Boulder dam, ac
Sv?)
P 22
id
cording to chemists, who foresee j
21
IQ
19
large scale production of slumlnum.
in
magnesium, and other metnls In
25
23
the Southwest.
26
<8 i 29
The completion of the enormous
*7
W
power houses, promised within a
^3
3Ofew months, has raised the question
32
31
of electrochemical products made
from ores of the nearby Nevada3M
35
Arizona desert wilderness. Never
before has there been a large sup
39
90 Ml M2
38
36 37
ply of cheap electric energy any
W
where near the group of unique
M4
4m
mineral deposits adjacent to the
Colorado river. It Is pointed out.
50
99
98
M7
• Several products now considered
W
54
Indigenous to Niagara falls are pro
55
*
52
5M
51
posed by C. K. Leith and N. H.
fal
Eavenson of the bureau of reclama
w 58
60
59
37
tion as reasonable for the South
west. These Include aluminum and
62. 63
65
69
magnesium, metals practically ob
tainable only by electrolysis with the
67
66
1
expenditure of vast current loads.
Aluminum alone already contumes
over 2,500,1X10,00(1 kilowatt hours an
VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
13-Fog
nually in the United States under
47-Among
1-Aquatic lizard
17-Ajar
50- Fatty tissue
normal business conditions.
B-Knocka
19-Openlng in the akla
51- Cover
9-Oreadful
“Large deposits of alumlte at
21- Lacerate
11-Helmamen
52- Tagged ■>
Marysvale. Utah, within striking
22- Own
56- Boy‘a name
13- Mother
distance, offer a promising source
57- A weight measure 24- Gave plaaaura ta
14-City in Nevada
of both aluminum and potash In
(abbr.)
25-Tllta
15- lmitated
one enterprise," Prof. O. Ross Rob
27-Aaeenda
15-Prepo.ition
58- Nude
ertson of the University of Cali
28- Thawa
59- Large lake
18-Mitehievoua child
31- United
fornia. I.ns Angeles, says In a re
61- Myeelf
20-Provokea
32- Preflx. Aaundar
22- Jump
62- Rubbed out
port made public by the American
64-Form of a verb (pi.) 36-Starvation
23- Groove
Chemical society,
"Furthermore,
37- Greedy
66- The Orient
23-Attention
the Increasing demand for extreme
39-Remark
67- Plaee* •
25-Earth (Fr.)
ly light alloys la boosting prospects
41- Part of speech
27-Butt
VERTICAL
for magnesium. • metal in ample
42- Fancies
29- Shelter
supply In the desert region.
43- A condiment
1- Negative
30- Golf mound
46-A diminutive suffix
2- Make a mistake
31- Sunk in mud
“Ferrotungsten. ferromanganese,
48- Mark used In proof*
33-Crimeon
3- A song-bird .
calelnm, silicon and boron carbides,
reading
4- Pronga
34- Greek god of war
and electrolytic zinc complete the
49- Covera with wax
5- Mature
35- Row
list of reasonable prospects enu
52Young
girl
6- A beverage (pi.)
36-Obeae
merated by the federal Investiga
53- Piece of furniture
7- Seed covering
38-Canvat shelter*
tors. On the other hand, such Items
54- Allow
8-A thoroughfara
40-Termmo.e
as electrolytic copper, at first glance
55- Eat
(abbr.)
43- Reacued
9- Shakeepearean play 58-Sheep cry
a plausible entry in the list, are dis
44- Diaire.e signal at
60-Superlatlve suffix
10- Speck
sea
counted, since tlje red metal re
63-Muaical note
♦5-Brcathe noisily when 11-Chum
quires only a very small quantity
65-Plural suffix
12- Hoarded
asleep
of electric energy for Its refine
ment. Electric power for the nu
merous mines of the Boulder zone
Is probably a matter of greater sig
GLENCOVE
nificance, and will assist to some
extent In taking care of the new
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Seavey visited 4
energy supply.
last week with relatives in Jones- “The Boulder dam plant Is rated
port. Cutler. Machias and Eastport.-^
at 603.1X10 horse power figured on
low-water conditions, and' over Mr. Seavey viewed the developments
1.800,900 horse power maximum at Quoddy. finding it a busy place
capacity. A generating cost In the with employes' quarters under con--)
vicinity of two miles per kilowatt struction.
hour ts estimated.’’
Mrs Edith Trim of Camden has I
been guest of Mrs. Mary Hall for a
Discover Mummified Body few days.

1

Captain E. K. Roden
From Sweden and the Argentine
to his present position as Director
of the School ot Navigation ot
the International Correspondence
Schools at Scranton. Pennsylvania,
is a long sweep, but Captain
Roden's love of the sea has led him
both to his work as a teacher of
navigation and to his Navy League
and $ea Scout activities. Textbooks
on navigation prepared by him are
being used In teaching nautical
science to men and officers of the
merchant marine, the enlisted per
sonnel of the U. S. Coast Guard,
and the enlisted personnel of the
U. S. Marine Corps.

If You Want To Be A Real Artist

of Man in Mammoth Cave

school where you can't fail
—where you learn by "doing”
Instead of from lectures! That's
the Idea on which the new Stella
Elkins Fine Arts College, of Tem
ple University, Philadelphia, will
be run.
For two years, prospective art
ists and art teachers will work in
all art media: stone and wood carv
ing. painting, modelling, etching,
music, the dance, metal work, pho
tography. They will be guided by
such masters as Boris Blai, sculp
tor and director of the college;
Earl Horter, etcher; Franklin Wat
kins, painter; I^o Omstein, musi
cian. A future sculptor, for in
stance, may be taught to dance by
that master of the dance, Charles
Weidman.
After two years of thorough
(rounding in all the arts through

actual work In them, students will
be encouraged to specialize for
three more years in some field
which they select. The young artist
also learns in the course of his
work something of sociology, litera
ture. and philosophy. Those stud
ents who want to teach in the pub
lic schools of Pennsylvania also
study the academic subjects re
quired by the state and at the com
pletion of the course are awarded
the degree of Bachelor of Fine
Arts and a certificate to teach.
No previous art training is nec
essary for admission. The school
building and grounds are the for
mer estate of Mr. and Mrs. George
F. Tyler, "Georgian Terrace," and
are a gift from the owners.
Al
ready students from all over the
country are flocking to Its gracious
halls.

Mammoth Cave, Ky.—The mum
mified body of a man. perhaps one
thousand years old, found in the
Mammoth cave here, was the sub
ject of Intense Interest among not
ed archeologists.
Grover Campbell and Lyman Cutllff, cave guides, discovered the
body on a 30-foot ledge of the cave.
The man had been caught on the
ledge by the fall of a four-ton rock.
Marks of an Implement near the
base of where the rock had been
Indicated the man had been digging
under It when It became dislodged.
Near the body was found a torch
made from reeds bound with
grasses. It still was sticking near
ly upright In the sand. Among the
crude Implements found was a dag
ger-shaped limestone rock believed
to he a weapon.
The man wore a loin doth of
fiber. It was well preserved. The
man's stone spade was near his
right arm.

•Photo Grant Lih-

TURTLE TAXI
HIS Is the way a turtle taxis pounds, as his ancestors have been
down to the seacoast when his doing for thousands of years. He be
home is on the heights. This one longs to a very rare species found
lived in the crater of a played-out only on the Galapagos Islands and
volcano 2500 feet high down on one now almost extinct—strange looking
of the Galapagos Islands off the monsters living on land and Inca
coast of Ecuador. He left his native pable of swimming from one island
haunts last month to go civilized, ar to another. They are a hardy lot.
riving in New York City on the feeding on cactus and able to go for
Grace Liner Santa Inez, to take up six months without food or water.
There were thousands of them
residence in the Bronx Zoo.
This adventurous globetrotter is a creeping over the Islands when
.mere baby—only 25 years old and Bishop de Berlnaga of Panama dis
weighing but 75 pounds. If city life covered the archipelago in 1553 and
agrees with him, he expects to live It was that fact which led to his
to the ripe old age ot 300 years and christening the group "Galapagos"
Attpln a weight of at least 400 the Spanish name for turtle.

Mr. and Mrs Herbert Maxey and
child of Waldoboro were recent visi
tors at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Egbert Maxey
Mr. Maxey who is
town representative at Waldoboro,
came to attend a meeting of Central
Maine Power Co. employes
Penobscot View Orange will hold

a past masters' night Oct 3 with
public supper at 6 30 Several past
masters will be presented with jewels
and the lecturer is preparing an ex
tensive and interesting program. All
Orangers are welcome.

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
-by "Movie Spotlight”
The Counterpart

of the ujorids
tarpest ocean Liner,
the Normandie,
has been faithfully
copied to the most
\mnute and Luxurious
1 'details to serve as
a background for
Golumbias

"Atlantic
Adventure'.'

Cattle Shipments From
Canada to U. S. Increaie
Ottawa, Ont.—The United 8tates
has refflaced Great Britain as Can
ada's best customer for live rattle
Last year Canada shipped 53.000
head of cattle to Britain. Thia vest
shipments have been fewer than
5,000 head.
Canada's exports to the United
States, on the other hand. Increased
from 2.329 head In the ten month!
ended April 30. 1934. to 42.471 head
In the same period thia year.
The demand and high prices paid
In the United States for cattle a»
a result of extreme drouth Is giver
as the reason for the sudden change
of market.

Explorer Declares
Peak Unclimbable

T
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One School You Can’t Fail In
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Samphire, a Plant

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Big

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

IO

Former Officer in Swedish and
Argentine Navies Aids U. S.
Navy League and
Sea Scouts

Samphire is an aromatic plant
used In making a delicious pickle.
It hides In the most Inaccessible
parts of the chalky cliffs of Dover,
and tragedy has overtaken many
who have tried to gather It. In
1 "King Lear" Shakespeare refers to
the gathering as a "dreadful trade."
Dreadful or not, the pickled produce
la still to he had in the little shops
’ among the cliffs.
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Finds Outlet for Love of Sea

BOULDER DAM OPENS
UP NEW INDUSTRY

Vancouver, B. C.—Mount Van
couver, most Impregnable of
Canada's mountain peaks, never
will be scaled on foot, Brad
ford Washburn, noted mountain
climber, believes.
Washburn Is the leader of the
Washburn expedition which has
found many hitherto unknown
peaks in the Yukon territory.
Mount Vancouver lies In south
western Yukon. Washburn flew
over the peak in an airplane and
said It was “tftterly Impreg
nable."
“It Is one of the most amazing
mountain masses I have ever
seen. It rises to sn altitude of
nearly 1(1.000 feet from the flat
snowfields of the Hubbard gla
cier In one gigantic cliff of Ice
and rock, without a single climbsble angle."

Harry Lonrydon, famous
comedian, is ifrooming his
infant son for a theatrical coreer.
Harry mokes fixes at the yovnrfster,
who mimics him!

to Hear ibrh.
from Cope Cod J
ttplay apirate.
• Catumbu FaMvre Ucv4«e

The Courier-Gazette ,
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OUR AD-TAKER WILL
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AT THE RAINBOW’S END
(Continued from Page Onei

edifice which somebody told me cost
half a million dollars. Or was it a
75 cents a barrel as against a normal million? Anyhow it would quite com- j
sale pnce of 11.50 to (2
fartablv house about two such build
They told us at Red Apple that ice ings as we have on Lincoln street
had formed on two occasions this fail Rockland. The student' are de'lght-!
—prior to Sept. 22.
ed with it, and reward this enterprise
I neglected to -ay that the new pro- „,n<j outlay by having usually on? of
prictor of Red Apple Campe was for the bes' basketball teams in North
merly a member of the Millinocket ern Maine. If I am correct Ald-n
police force and lipped the scales at Al*en. a former Camden boy was
that time at ?55 His father has but} principal there for several years,
recently m-lgned as chief of poke"
QUttc disproportionate as to sloe
In Millinocket.
• and elegance ► the Millinocket poetThe Two Mllhnoekrts
' office Nice wide streets fine ree'i
i dences and stores, and a modern ball
Tow«rd that town we now directed '
ground
Listing the exceptionally
Bob's “Forty"—a side trip of romegood towns of Maine, don’t forget
ttUng like 30 miles ftom Molunkus. I
Millinocket
There are really 'two Millinocke's
On the return Journey we crossed
amd the ra’ivev speak cf th»m as
, the rivrr ftem Enfield to Fow'and,
••Bart" and ’ Big." East Millinocket •
we rrached after passing through,™^
cornfl'’^
Medway. IX- Breach and Beach
•' **
cn to L* <**"«*’ * «"a11
Meantime my thought, stray back
bu‘ be,-ting a silent polceman
to ,he Red Apple tecal!:ng Mt
* «** *°ld;rrS monument
McGraths story of how lightning
A RMe To Remember
struck tn front of the re"*auraht dur-shortly after leaving town we
tng the rummer followed a wire In'o,
„ a !ofty rid?e and roareriy
the building, hopped onto the tel*j, until we arrive in Orono I
phene and bu*n > a hole in a s‘gn heve gh?<dy hinted at th- wonderwhich read "Prevent Forest Pires " ful view it affords. It is not a Eustis
A wooden fan was sent spinning to Ridge, to be sure, and there are no
tjv» far ride of the room The whole lofty mourta'ns like you see there,
apartment waa abla»“. and Mr Mc but in all directions was a view
Grath would have sold the building much more expensive—too awesome
then for a Canadian dime
and too beautiful for words I hope
There’s an odd thing about Fast th's comparison will not offend the
Millinocket that I never saw in any editor of Realm of Music, who took |
other town—all of the houses and me io task for saying that Eustis
sto-es are cn one ride of the street, Ridge was magnificent but moncion-1
facing the big pulp mill which is re- ous.
rpmeib’e for the town's existence
My poor knowledge of the English 1
The river is full of pulpwood, acres language and total abstinence from
and acre, of it.
pce’ic flights, unfit me to make an ■
The bcycle fever may be coming adequate reply to Mrs Morgan’s
Perhaps I
back, down here on the coast, but up scathing denunciation
around Millirocket * Just seems aa should have gone on to explain that
H rverybodv owns a motorcycle and by "monotonous" I meant that the
wants to sec how tart it wll go
view wa« a'moat wholly confined to
moun’aiw and trees. Lacking that
School Manrion In Wilderness
Of course there, a Triple C camp wondrous vfcion which is associated
wi’h bar-acks for the 193d Company with poesy I could net compr'h'nd
Llkewl-w ■ Maine Forest Service S’a those chameleon-like changes which
tlon The Industry is the manufac-1 Old Sol visits upon the fol’ige
uuw of paper but what ge’s every- Wha: a pity to be so unapprecia ve
body’s eye to the George W Stcama, I feel my deficiency keenly
(The Endi
H<h School budding, a magnificent

WALDOBORO
Mrs Harold Rider and Miss Jane
Rider are visitors in Portland.

Dr slid Mrs J B Nicholson have
returned from Haverhill. Mass

Mr. and Mrs Charles Mills of Milo
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. B. Stahi at the Tavern.
Mrs O. B Weeks and daughter
are visiting relatives in Massachu
setts.

Mr. and Mrs George Duswald have
returned from Providence.
Mr and Mrs Russell S Cooney
and family have closed their sum
mer home, "The Meadows and re
turned to New York
Mr. and Mrs Henry Caddy and
Miss Charlotte Caddy have been
visiting Mrs. Florence Shuman.
Fred W Mathews, who
the summer at his camp
Point has been with his
F. A. Brummitt, at her
for a few days.
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Every-Other-Daf'

has passed
at Martin’s
sister. Mrs.
home here

Fifteen members of the 8usannah
Wesley Society met with Mrs Henry
K. Crowell recently. The Monday
meeting of the society was held in
the Methodist vestry.

Prof. Allen R Benner has returned
to Andover, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs F. C. Vogel, who have
passed the summer here have re
turned to New York.

Added Roominess, Greater Safety
Feature 1936 Motor Car Models

s

DETROIT, Mich.—Seeking to
provide more steady employment
for workers in the automobile in
dustry, leading manufacturers pre
pare for the early introduction of
1936 models as a spur to fall and
winter buying. Marked by the
adoption of added safety features
and the provision of greater com
fort for the passenger, new cars

already Bre rolling off production
lines in Michigan factories. Above:
Interior of a new Buick, one of the
first lines to be announced, show
ing the widened rear scat and in
creased head room found in the
solid steel “turret top” body by
Fisher. Below: The same car as
it appears from above with its onepiece, seamless steel roof.

; Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
| George Ames. Those present were Mr.
The Merry Twelve were guests Fri- and Mrs. Aubrey Ames. Mr. and Mr,,
day at Ledgelodge. Harvest dinner Milton Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Claywas served and bingo furnished enter-' ter. daughters Bessie and Marguerite,
tainment.
! and Mr and Mrs Herbert Ames and
Mr and Mrs. Douglas Littlefield' daughter Etta.
The Neighborhood Club enjoyed a
who have been enjoying a vacation in
town with relatives, returned Monday bridge party at Ledgelodge Wednes
day The hostesses were Mrs Sad3
to Washington. D. C.
RcLhins. Beulah Drew. Blanche Kit
Mrs. Blanche Kittredge will be the
tredge and Hilma Webster.
hsstess Friday to the Non-Eaters
Mr and Mrs Guy Peaslee returned
Club.
home Friday from Newton. Mass
Miss Norma MacDonald entertained
friends Thursday in honor of her
NORTH HAVEN
birthday anniversaty. Lunch was
served and Miss MacDonald received
Mrs. Etta Noyes and Miss Alice
ISLESFORD
many g.fts.
. Oould were visitors in Rockland last
-------Mrs Fannie Roberto who has re- ' uoulu were
Mrs Andrew Stanley has entered cently sold her summer home Creek-j week
conduct a
Eastern Maine General Hospital in i side, to Ben. Gustaveson. left Monday 1 Dr Richardson will
for grade
week
for Merrimac, Mass., to pass the win- 1 dental clinic this
Bangor for treatment.
'
pupils.
Mr and Mrs. A. J. Bryant. Hillis: ter with her sister.
Bryant. Annette I^Belle and Frank j Mr. and Mrs. Allard Sprague of1 Rose Marie Baird was given a
Bartlett motored Wednesday to Ban-j Brockton
diwswu were
w«a« recent guests of her , birthday party Wednesday by her
mother.
Mrs
Marietta Winslow.
; parents,
gor.
party of 17 partook of
of
the
local
Miss
Anna
Coughlin
of
Rockland
A
Arthur Olson. B M
has returned home after two weeks' I clam gtew and other refreshments
Coast Guard station, went last Tues
night on the North
day to Great Wass station for a few visit with her cousins. Mrs Philip Wednesday
shore
weeks Mrs Olson Joined him Friday. Johnson and Mrs. Sarah Donahue
Rev and Mrs Alex Iowden are, AIton calderwood visited in RockMrs Sadie Blanchard who has been
guesto of Mrs. Alice Arey. Rev. Mr ,and ]ast xuesday and Wednesday.
caring for Mrs Andrew Stanley, re Lowden is pastor of the CongregaAt the hcme of Mrs Mervin Snow 1
turned Thursday to Beechill.
tional Chur?h at Brownville.
a birthday party was given recently |
Louise Gilley recently spent a few
Mrs Margaret Rcsooe who was a re- for her young son. Mervin. aged
days at her home here.
cent visitor at the home of Mr. and three. Others present were James
Mr and Mrs. Alton Brown are pass-| Mrs Will Lawry, has returned to gradgdon. Daniel 3rown. Philip ]
lng 48 hours at their home in Rock Worcester. Mass.
Gregory. Fleicher Burgess. Frederick
Mrs. Ernest McIntosh and Mrs. Wooster and Ronny Curtis. It was
land.
Natalie Beal taught the primary- Austin Calderwood were hostesses Fri- a merry party and at its close ice
school last Tuesday for Miss Spur- day to a party at the Merri Mac's. cream and cake were served and a
including Mrs. N. F Atwood. Mrs picture taken of the happy young- I
ling who was ill.
Edna Coombs Mrs Flora Brown. sters.
Mrs. Hilda Strachen. Mrs. Mary
A traveller dining at a hotel had j Smltb. Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas. Mrs
Ambrose, in the conservatory, be
been asked in quick succession by
Smith. Mrs. Marion Littlefield, tween the dances—Have you ever
three different waiters if he would Mrg Helen Haskell and Mrs. W
loved before?
have soup.
Fossett.
! Laura—No. Ambrose! I have often
A little annoyed, he said to the
Mrs. Clarence Hall and daughter adnured men—for their strength.
last one. “Is It compulsory?”
Nettle have returned from a visit with couragej beauty, intelligence, or
"No sir.” answered the waiter. •It relatives in Camden.
something like that; but with you it
A family dinner party was enjoyed
all iove_nothing else!
Is mock turtle.

VINALHAVEN

Chevrolet Trucks In Thrilling Tests Atop Pikes Peak

The annual meeting of the Rural
Cemetery Association will be held in
the Library Oct. 7 at 7 o’clock. The
officers will be elected at this time
and Important business concerning
investment of funds will be tran
sacted. It is hoped there may be a
large attendance.

Briar Root Must Mature
Before Used for Pipes

STAR THEATRE

AT THE PARK WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Perle Perry has sold the Counce
The roots from which briar pipes
property to J. A Pitman of Salem,
sre made are at least a hundred
Mass.
years old. They must mature that
time In the earth before they can
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday aft
be used for this purpose, notes s
ernoon.
writer In Answers Msgatlne.
Union Fair had a good attendance I
A root may come from France or
Algeria, but those which are used
from here.
for first-class pipes are dug In Cor
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbcrt and Mrs. 1
sica. Algerian roots are Inferior be
Elizabeth
Stanley attended the 8tate
cause there is too much sand In the
W.C.T.U. convention in Gardiner It .
soil.
The briar roots arrive at the fac was a fine convention with the largest
tor; in sacks. An expert tells at
attendance tn years
a glance which are most likely to
be suitable. Ill's selection Is gov
erned by she, quality, add grain.
WEST ROCKPORT
The chosen roots are then passed on
to an operator for rough-shaping,
William Hubb of Ohio visited the
which produces a caricature of a
past week with Mr and Mrs. L. A
pipeAfter the root has been rough- Gray.
shaped it is passed on to another
This village was well represented '
operator, who shapes It into a pipe ’ at Union Fair last Wednesday and |
howl. A third operator gives It a
final trimming, when It la ready Thursday.
for boring and rough-pollshlng. This
The quarterly meeting of Linroln
last process brings out the grain In
Baptist Association held Friday at'
the wood and the pipe bowl takes
South MontvIUe, was attended by nine
on a deeper hue.
Pipe stems are supplied separate from this community.
\
i
ly, as sn entirely distinct process
Mrs Amy Nutt will entertain the
\
____ ________________________
Is required to mold or cut the vul Mission Circle next Thursday.
canite Into the required shapes and
One •'Oman he /owei devotedly, the other madly— until he discovert
Sylvia Heald was overnight guest
sixes. Finished pipes are carefully
that they are both the tame woman! Here are Clive Brook and Tutta
scrutinised and rejected for the Saturday of Cynthia Smith at Mount
Pleasant and the latter passed Sun
Rolf, For Ftlm’t glamorous new tcreen tentation, in a teene from the
slightest flaw.
day with 8ylvia at this place
tuneful new romantic drama, "Dretted to Thrill."
The local contest of the 4-H Club
Small Gold Piece* Once
was held Friday night at the Orange which the county club agent. Miss and presented pins A social evening
Produced in California hall. There was a short program, at Ruth Clark, gave a talk on club work I followed.
California gold coins were not to
ned by the government, but by pri
vate companies or individuals con
nected with the gold mining Inter
ests of that state. They were to
ned In denominations of qusrter, dollar, half-dollar and dollar, both
round and octagon. While not con
sidered legal coinage or legal ten
der, they were Issued at a time
when there was a pressing need for
money with which to transact the
business of the countryThe order for the coinage was
given on July 31, 1348, by Governor
| Mason, the military governor of
i Monterey, then a more Important
city than San Francisco. However,
j the governor, discovering a short
, time later that hit act waa of doubt
ful legality, revoked the order. But
' the issuing of private coins had al
ready commenced, and gome are
found to bear dates as tote aa 1884.
A catalogue compiled by Ed M. Lee
of Glendale, Calif., describes 410
known varieties of California gold
rcolna.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
SEPT. JO-OCT. 5
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The Niagara River
The Niagara river, 37 miles long.
, connects Lake Erie with Lake On| tarlo. The drop In upper rapids to
53 feet, tt the cataracts shout 100
j feet. In the lower rapids 07 feet. To: tsl fall between the lakes to 326
licet The river carries the over:B«vw of the upper Great Lakes—
210,000 cubic feet (1,500,000 gal
lons) per second day after day and
year after year. The International
treaty allows only 56,000 cubic feet
s second to be used for pow^r pur
poses. Output of power Is 1,250,000 horse-power. Only about 5 per
cent of the river's flow passes over
the American falls, but the islands
In that channel spread th* water
over the entire crest to make a fine
scenic spectacle. From 15 to 20
time* that volume passes over the
Horseshoe, six to ten feet deep at
the center of the crest.

TUESDAY, OCT. 1

‘Werewolf of London’
with WARNER OLAND
THURSDAY, OCT. 3

“Two For Tonight”

“Hopalong Cassidy”
with JAMES GLEASON

NEWS AND COMEDY WITH
EACH SHOW
117-118

WISE

Hayttack Popular in Mexico
Because donkey* are more plen
tlful than pitchfork* In moat parts
of the central plateau of Mexico,
the hayttack ia one of the most re
markable features of the landscape.
The stack to Invariably shaped like
a loaf of home-made bread, with a
slightly bulged top, and cutaway
ends. Instead of pitching hay with
a fork, the Mexican farmer drags
It Into poll tlon with a burro. Aa
the stack mount* higher and high
er, the work of the burro grows
Increasingly difficult. He cllmhs up
one tide of the stack with hts load
of hay, drops the load on the top,
and then descends to the other side.
When the etack attain* the dpslred height and length, Its ends,
which have served the burro aa a
ramp, are cut away with a maclietp.
—Detroit News.
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MILK EVAPORATED
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RAISINS. 2 -15c

RED CROSS

TOMATOES

19c
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SPLENDID BRAND-NEW PACK

PEAS
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.
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t

NO
CAN
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~~ SPECIAL THIS WEEK

Western Electric Wide Range
Sound Attractions For

SATURDAY, OCT. 5
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SHEFFIELD SEALECT

WALDOBORO

with
BING CROSBY, JOAN BENNETT

TO

W O R

MONEY

Insanitary Conditions in China
The generations that have lived
and died In China for ages know
llttle and care less shout sanita
tion or health measures. The soli
Is Infected with disease germs. Mil
lions of people live on boats In the
rivers, passing their days and
nights on the boats and never go
ing ashore. The waters of China
are polluted. The air Is filled with
fine dust whenever the wind blows
and sometimes when It doesn't, so
the very air that Is breathed can
deal death to the unwary.

The fall train schedule of the
M 0. 'R. R. went Into effect Mondav
as follows:—(Eastbound, 9:47 a. m;
3:10 p. m.; 9:31 p. m. Sundays 9:35
a m. Westbound. 8:37 a. m.: 2:39
p. m.; 5:50 p. m.; Sundays, 3:15 p. m.

APPLETON MILLS

In the first formally observed and timed teats of motor trucks over the perilous hairpin turns and steep switchbacks
of the Pikes Peak auto highway, near Colorado Springs, Chevrolet Ij^-ton and half-ton trucks demonstrated their
power, endurance and efficiency over the course of the annual Labor Day hill climb contest, a distance of 12 miles,
2200 feet, with a rise of 4959 feet from the start to the summit, 14,109 feet above sea level. The upper illustrations
show the lj^-ton truck, driven by W. P. Bentrup, on its way to a record of 37 minutes, 52seconds, with its full
3000-pound load (it made the run afterward, without load, in 26 minutes, 12 seconds), and the officials at the finish
(left to right): Harry Hartz, technical advisor; Robert M. Ross, Detroit Times; Dan Kennedy, Colorado Springs
Gazette and Telegraph; and John L. Jenkins, Chicago Daily News. The lower photos show the Chevrolet half-ton
truck, which Harry Hart* drove to the summit in 25 minutes, 3 seconds, and the finish of the run of the ll^-ton
truck with full load

Many Refuted Citienthip
Large groups of persons some
times are not permitted to become
citizens of th« country that governs
them. For example, there are more
than 10,000,000 natives In the Phil
ippines. Guam and American Samoa
who, although they are members of
our Union and owe allegiance to
our country, cannot become cit
izens of the United States, even
through naturalization. — Herbert
Lamb. Glenville, W. Va„ in Collier’s
Weekly.

THREE
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CALO
The All-in-One Dog Food
Providing 100*% Nourithmenl

WASH DAY TROUBLESI
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They’re a Joke when I’n
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m

the |ohl

CLOROX
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25
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Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770
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SERVICE
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THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs William Myrlck tLllla i
Henry) and daughter. Mrs. H M Jen-1
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Indiana* Ark Legend la
Still Related in Quebec
ii

ne..s, of Holbrock. Mass., and Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Myrlck of Amesbury. Ma.-.were weekend guests of Mr. and I^rs.
John Hewett.

but for the past eight years a resident
of Portland, Ore., has inqvetf to San
Pedro, Cal.
Mrs. John Hewett who has been in
Portland and Sabattus for the past
week, returned home Sunday.
Friends of Miss Etta O’Brien were '
saddened to learn of her death which
occurred Saturday in Rockland

Could I Take
A Chance?
/ Should Say NOT!
Can you imagine me buying OIL HEAT
without first seeing TIMKEN'S

NEW^PROPOSITION?
Thousands of keen business men have

ways Timken will save money for you.

followed this same line of reasoning.

No cost, obligation or embarrassment.

You can't safely ignore a seven-year

It's Timken's way of saying "Pleased to

leader. You can't ignore the broadest

meet you."

experience in oil heating. That's why

once. Don't miss this.

Phone or mail coupon at

those who know say, "Follow the leader"!
See what Timken offers first. Get all the
details of Timken's New Fall Proposition

— including the amazing new Easy Pur

chase Plan. Decide nothing until you
see Timken.

CD EC HEATING

I KE L

SURVEY

Any home owner would pay $5Q for

this professional home heating survey.

Timken gives it FREE.

Reveals every

thing about your heating needs. Tells

You can now buy genuine

TIMKEN

OIL HEATING
equipment on the basis of

ONLY 32( A DAY!
Get details of this amaz
ing EASY Purchase Plan

George Dillingham is tn Portland j
where he will spend the winter.
Mrs. Cora Currier and Mrs. James J
T. Fales were guests Friday of Mrs
Charles Tibbetts in Rockland.
Philip B Edwards of this town and
Miss Madolyn L. Harriman of War
ren announce their marriage which
took place Dec. 31. 1934. at Ports
The picture has many Interesting a great dramatic actress and owner
mouth. N. H, the ceremony performed
surprises, lit brings to the screen of "Europe's Most BcautlfuJ Eyes."
by Rev. Peter J Hickey,
A doctor's race to save a man's
Miss Patricia Thompson of Rock the golden voice of Enrico Caruso.
land was dinner guest Sunday of M. s amplified from existing records Into: life Is drama contrasted to a liilarlthe most lifelike replica possible of ous comedy of errors surrounding the
Marian Starrett.
Miss Margaret Jordan. Mrs Colla- 1 hts actual voice, for a great opera mysterious model of a picture that
It Introduces to the arouses suspicions of a Jealous husmore and Miss Anna Dillingham wert sequence.
Amerlcan screen as Powell's leading band, as the action shifts from
Portland visitors Friday.
Dr. and Mrs. Wyman and son lady Luise Rainer. Viennese stage ! drama to laughter In lightning-like
Charles of Sabattus are visiting Mrs star, acclaimed in the Old World as | plot action. —adv.
John Hewett.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Porter of Quincy, Perry at her cimp at Lake MeguntlCAMDEN'S BOWLERS
Mass., arrive today, Tuesday, to visit c:ok. have returned to their homes.
Mrs. Marian Williams.
Rev Weston P Holman, pastor of League Starts and Down Go
Mr. and Mrs John DeWinter are the Monument Square Methodist
the Pins—A Fall Out Of
being congratulated on the birth Fri Church and Mr?. Holman and Mr
Rockland
day of a daughter, at Knox Hospital. and Mrs Orrington N. Cross were In
The Friendly Club will meet Wed Rc'kland Saturday attending the in
The big leagues
nesday at the home of Miss Anna Dil stitute for Christian werk In the
got going at Cam
lingham.
Methodirt Church.
den last night and
Mrs. Shirley Williams went to Bos
Camden Ledge. Knights of Pythias
there will be fine
ton Saturday to attend the gradua met last evening.
sport
in the Y. M
tion exercises of a friend, after which
Mrs J. O. lauterjung and sons
' C. A gymnasium
she goes to Quincy to visit Mrs A. A Jack and RIr.thold have returned to
will the Nationals
Porter.
Min cla. N Y . after spending several
and Americans
The Garden Club meets Thursday weeks at their camp at Lake Megunafternoon with Mrs C. E. Shorey.
t cook. Mrs Lauterjung was acccom- have settled the bowling championship
Mr. and Mrs. William Shields an- panitd by her si’ter. Mrs. Laura Os the second week in April.
The teams comprising the National
noupce the marriage Sept. 25 of their borne. who will visit her.
Chlsf Alien Payson and 8tanton League are the Rotary Club. Rock
son William to Mrs Qertrud? Rich
ards. both of this community. Mr- E car born have returned from a trip port. Camden Shells. Lions, Cubs.
Snake-Eaters. Business Men. Red
Richards is the daughter of Mr. and to Philadelphia.
Mi-s Minnie Cromwell 4s spending Triangle and Triple C.
Mrs. Guy Libby. After the wedding
In the American League are these
a buffet lunch was served at the home her vacation with her parents at
teams: Braves. Firemen. All Stars,
of the bridegroom's parents. M3r.v Clark Island.
Victor Richards has a position Oiants. Camden Mill, Lions Club.
beautiful and useful gifs were re
ceived. Mr. and Mrs. Shields left for with th- Brunswick Pre:s and with American Legion and Y.M.CJt.
Bowling matches will be held Mon
his family, will move to that place
Boston for an indefinite stay.
day.
Tuesday. Wednesday and Fri
Mrs
Ralph
Trim
of
Rccklar.d
en

The Half-Hour Reading Club will
held its annual meeting the latter ter lined friends Monday at a 7 day nights. On Thursday nights the
part of October, the date to be an- o'clock autumn breakfast at Mirror women will have possession of the
neunoed. at which time fines for th? Lake Among those pre ent from alleys.
Camden has always had a galaxy
pat', season and any unpaid due; may this town were Mrs. Leo F. Strong
of bowling stars, and they will be In
be paid. The reading sea.-on 1935- and Miiis Harriet L. G-1L
36 begins Oct. 1. however; and pres-1 Mr ar.d Mr Johnson Talbot and evidence all through the winter.
! ent and pro pective members will I Mr. and Mrs. Joreph Talbot returned
Taking three strings out ot four
Monday from a motor trip to the Camden Y M.C.A. out bow led the
j please note.
The Rally Day exercises of the Bap- While Mountains.
Rockland team at, the Camden Y M

■

The remnants of the Indians In
the country lurroundlng Capes Trin
ity and Eternity, the high pointe
on the Saginaw river, still cling us
the ancient belief that the ark nr,
as they term It, “the big canoe,"
rested on the top of Cape Trinity,
2,000 feet above the level of the
river which skirts Ita base, and wna
placed there by a flood which In
undated the rest of the earth, de
stroying all thereon, only the fainHies of worthy Indians, as well ns
pairs of the various nnlmals anil
birds being preserved by the Great
Manitou, whose gulldlng hand land
ed “the big canoe" on the last hit
of earth left uncovered by wnter.
The Indians also have a legend,
aaya a Tadoussac (Quebec) corre
spondent In the Washington Star,
which bears considerable resem
blance to the casting of Satan nnd
hla rebellious followers out of par
adise. According to the Indian tra
dition, the Great Manitou cast the
"fallen angels" over the precipice
of Cape Trinity. All met death In
the river below with the exception
of the leader, who was so strung
that the fall of 2,000 feet only crip
pled him.
As this "angel" gathered strength
he became the demon of the river,
wrecking canoes, drowning peaceful
Indians and wreaking havoc In gen
eral.
Mayo, the father of the Indian
race, decided to seek and vanquish
him Io a hand-to-hand encounter.
The battle between the two was
terrific, Mayo swinging the demon
around his head and agninst the
rock of TTfnlty with such force that
the three great rashes Io the moun
tain resulted from the contacts, so
the tradition continues. Finally
Mayo was victorious, crushing out
the life of the demon and thus re
storing peace and quiet to the beau
tiful watera of the Saguenay.

Water, Milk Power Used
to Run Ancient Clocks
In bygone days running water
was largely used to measure time,
and water clocks can be found all
over Site ancient world, observes a
writer In the Montreal Herald.
Some were very simple, others were
of astonishing delicacy and com
plexity. Water clocka had the dis
advantage that, aa the pressure of
water decreased, the rate of flow
decreased also. In Greece and
Home, where the hour was a vari
able unit, one-twelfth part of the
period of daylight or night, as the
cate might be, they had also to be
frequently adjusted.
The attempt to allow for these
two anomalies led the great clockmakers of Alexandria to devise
miracles of Ingenuity, among them
a famous clock set up by Ctesiblua
In the Temple of Arslnoc. Every
24 hours a little winged boy with
a pointer In hla hand ascended a
column, pointing to the hour
marked on it. At the end of the day
he fell to the bottom and begun
again. The motive power was sup
plied by the tears of another
winged boy, who wept continuously
Into a bronze bowl.
Thia was only one of the many
fluid clocka; there was even a milk
clock In an Egyptian temple. The
measurement of time by the burn
ing of candles, which for long was
popular In monasteries. Is an ap
plication of an essentially similar
era.

’ list Sunday school were held Sunday
C. A. Orover was high line. The
! s;ore:
UNION
morning. The Junior department un
TIMKEN PRODUCT S — Timken Silent Automatic Oilburners for present
dir M^ Kiltern. gave a Bible le.ison
Camden Y. M. C. A.
Mr and Mrs. R. Bliss Fuller motored
heating plants. . . Waterheaters . . . Air-Conditioning Oilfurnaces . . . Oilboilers
on "Love" expressed in Scripture and
Stevenson
96 85 89 81 351
song. Those promoted to the Inter Friday to Reading, Mass., to spend Maynard .... ..... 103 97 102 J6 378
mediate department were Maxine the weekend as guest of Mr. and Mrs N Magee ....
99 79 93 89 360
{Chapman. Pauline Burnham, Everol A. A. Rcbbins.
Calderwood __ 83 88 103 83 354
Elwell, Virginia Foster. Bertha Con- ■ Roy Hemenway recently bought ft Orover .....
100 109 ICS 92 437
don, Marie Jordan. Basil Day. Sidney fine pair of horses from C. M Boynton
97 1C6 108 94 4C5
Beane. Richard Clark. Howard Mil- Burgess.
578 564 598 515 2255
BACKED BY A $15,000,000 ORGANIZATION
Mrs. Emily Butler of Beverly. Mass.,
i ler. Harlem Keyes and Evelyn Hahn
Rockland
Gold in Sheepskin
Misses Barbara Feyler, Anne Jacobs. formerly of Appleton, was recent guest McKinney . ..... 101 83 97 75 356
In the remote region which lies
of
friends
here.
Dolly Felt. Carleen Davis, Genevieve
79 81 90 87 337
Stahl
MAIL "NO OBLIGATION" COUPON NOW
between the Black sea and Caspian,
Mr and Mrs. Herbert A. Whitmore
Bradley, Doris Caven of Clark Island,
86 87 92 81 346 credited as the authentic destina
Olidden
....
The Timken Silent Automatic Co.
of
Dorchester.
Mass.,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
and Miss Eleanor Seeber spent the
Lime rock St. Rockland. Me.
S3 94 89 106 388
tion of Jason and his Argonauts In
Dudley ..
weekend at the Bradley cottage at West and Richard West of Bangor Rackliff
83 81 98 92 360 their expeditionary search for the
I am interested in your new Fall Propo
were visitors Tuesday at the home of
golden fleece, the natives catch the
sition -your Free Heating Survey and
Hathorn Point, Cushing.
82 95 101 99 377
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Free kook. "True Stories of Oil Heating
Mrs.
Bertha Bryant.
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Economy.**
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Mrs. Cera Mank of Waldoboro spent
Nurse Association seven tables were
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contract
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going
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■ - -river. “The gold particles which
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Oakland
was
Hattie Creighton, and Ethel McDon
the age-old legend which has been
City
---------------- --------------- Stata —
handed down from the ancients to
ald. Auction awards were won by guest of friends here recently.
Worthy of mention was the good
each succeeding generation," says
SIX ROOM second floor flat with
Miss Mary Hanly and Alcada Hall.
hath to let adults only. Inquire LIL
A. K. Dawson, manager of the Rus
time
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&
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recently
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Memorial
Church
1
Delphine
Ambrose
and
friend
of
Rally Day proved to be successful
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St
WARREN
117-ltS sian division of the American Ex
at Rockland.
Lynn, Mass. They were joined at at the Federated Church last Sunday their blueberry pickers while waiting
Dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
FURNISHED house to let for winter , press company.
Friends here were grieved to leam dinner Sunday by Mr. and Mrs. merrung with a goodly number in at for the vines to dry after a heavy after Oct 14 at 105 Lime rocIt St-Mrs. Joseph Stickney were Mrs.
tain.
They
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corn,
wienies
also Munro's Restaurant at 8 PARK ST
Oliver Libby of Warren.
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Florence Richard. Mrs Mary Pitcher of the death Saturday morning of
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, Walter Bucklin, his parents.
minds, and whenever anything prenight. District Deputy Grand Matron 1 where they had spent the weekend
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recitations.
Ruth
Miller
and
Marolyn
sents Itself to us In the shape of
Charles
Webb.
Frank
Davis
and
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Mrs. Carrie Smith to inspect.
work, whether mental or physical,
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FURNISHED house to let for the
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rock St_________________
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and
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New England Milk Producers' As- i lighting service by six junior girls; .
23 Orange St., rent, seven rooms,
Montgomery room for work. The , their farm in Cushing were. Mrs.
time for us—that Now Is oura; that
Apply
' soclatlon which was held at the song, Marjorie and Jean Cushing; Rockport were callers Sunday on bath furna-e and garage
Then may never be.
ANSIL C SAUNDERS 21 Orange SI
meeting for next week will not be Peter Ambrose. Mrs. Oscar Ambrose.
friends
here.
Augusta House.
recitation. Edwin Leach: song. Gilbert
.
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held as It conflicts with the District Miss Mary Ambrose. Miss Vera
« • • •
FOUR room furnished apartment to
Mrs. Ilda Russell has returned Beafltie and Rcy Swar.holm; music.
meeting of Women's Mission Circles Ambrose. Miss Linda Ambrose. Miss
let. flrat floor, sun porch, 132 Llme
Happy Memories Of Fair
Spar Varnish
home from a short visit with her Lewis Tabbutt and Russell Sevon;
rock St. enquire ORCHARD GRILL 568
North Knox Fair is now a thing of Main St
117*110
Spar varnish, used to protect
daughter Miss Lillian Russell in presentation of diplomas; hymn; ben
the past and everything is so still it " FURNISHED ROOMS to let With such surfaces as table tops from
Cambridge. Mass.
ediction.
kitchen privileges, private family; bath,
spilled liquids, takes Its name from
really seems lonely. A fine time was heat, hot water. 81 UNION ST Tel.
Miss Bertha Starrett and niece,
the original purpose for which It
836-R_______________________ 115-120
enjoyed
greeting
old
acquaintances
Jean Kelso, returned Sunday to
was made; to protect masts and
ONE room for light housekeeping
CAMDEN
and it made happy recollections for rentral location TEL. 218-J
117-119
Malden, and Wakefield. Mass., re
spars of ships from the 111 effects
•J How about Sweaters? Have you one that is just
FURNISHED apartment to let for the
of moisture and salt air. The name
spectively after a weekend passed at
Mr. and Mrs Ra'.plh W. Rcur.dy and the cold winter months. The hall was winter,
easily heated, terms reasonable
what you want? The new patterns for fall are beau
"spar varnish" Is applied to all longMiss Starrett's summer home here.
sen of Gardner. Mass., have bsen re filled with the handiwork of the MRS C F. SIMMONS Tel. 8-R.
117-119
oil varnlahea which are tough, elas
Officers elected at the meeting cent guests of Mrs. Flora Harris, who housewives, "too beautiful for words"
ties and we are sure would please you.
ATTRACTIVELY fuinshed rooms, to
tic and resistant tn moisture.
Friday of Warren Lodge I.O.O.F. returned with them for a shoJt stay was the comment heard. The Grange let with home privileges, tn private
family,
neat business section. CALL
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218-J____________________ 117*119
MEN'S DRESS SWEATERS, fall weight ................ SLIM), $1.98, $3.00
The American Legion Auxiliary had
were: Noble grand. Edwin Kenrlck; a motor trip through northern Maine
Belleek Ware
LARGE front or side rooms first Class
MEN'S HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS
$1.98, $3.75, S5.00
Belleek ware, a very line kind of
recording secretary. Fred Starrett; Ehiring their absence Mrs. Evelyn a large display of articles for sale and In every way Hot water he.-f Opposite
BOYS' FANCY DRESS SWEATERS, Zipper
...................
$1.38
bath. FOSS HOUSE 77 Park St. Tel -30.
were fortunate In disposing of nearly __ ______________________________ 114*119 pottery of brilliant gloss, resem
financial secretary, Percy Bowley; Heal is In charge of their studio.
BOYS’ SCHOOL SWEATERS, only .......................................... $1.00
bling porcelain, Is made at Belleek.
treasurer. Charles Young; trustees
The J. C. Hutchins have deed all. This booth was in charge of Mrs. j FIVE /.ND SIX room apartments to
i let, redeoorated. bath, healer, garage,
county Donegal. Ireland. At the
Lillian
Alden.
The
quilt
sold
by
Bflwln Gammon, Joseph Robbins, their summer home on High P.reet
garden. 12 KNOX 8T. Tel. 158-W,
One of the best sellers in the store today is CORDUROY PANTS.
same time probably the most fumous
109-tf
tickets went to Mrs. D. J. Dickens of
and
Parker
Starrett.
Installation
and
returned
to
Chicago.
American ware Is the Belleek or
These are new patterns in new colors and are certainly snappy.
FIVE room apartment with garage to
Camden,
and
the
beautiful
luncheon
will be Oct. 11. with District Deputy
The Philathoa. Class of the Baptist
porcelain of Walter Scott Lenox,
let. ALICE FULLER 25 Linden 8t.
BOYS' CORDUROY KNICKERS .......... ......................... $1.50, $1.98
112-tf
Albert MacPhail Installing.
Church will held its first meeting cf set to Mrs. Francis Lucas of Union.
called Lenox china. It ranks with
BOYS' LONGIES, CORDUROY
........................................... $3.10
FOUR room apartment to let. unthe finest of English manufacturers.
Mrs. Chisie Trone substituted Fri the fall season Friday evening. A A three-piece buffet set was won by furnished.
Toilet and lights 33 50 week.
MEN'S CORDUROY ........................................................................ $3.00
V. F. STUDLEY. 288 Main 8t Tel. 1154
day at the Malcolm Corner School covered dish supper will b? served at j Mr. Hastings of Rockland.
_____________________________ lia-a •
for Mrs. Davis.
630.
MEN'S FALL UNION SUITS, good weight; only
SLIM)
FURNISHED apartment to let. All
The
Bruc?
Borland?
have
returned
modern Hot water heat. Apply F. L.
George Leonard Is visiting relatives
araizjzjzjajzjugrzi’zjzrajzfererarag SHAW.
ZIPPER JACKETS, in great numbers, at...... $2.50, $2.98, $3.00, $3.75
47 No Main St. Tel. 422-R.
in Boston.
to Chicago. John I. Borland left
109-tf
Mrs. Henry Lynch and daughter, earlier for his home in Bceton.
TENEMENT of five rooms to Jet. with
garage.
80
MASONIC
ST.
Tel.
299-W.
Mrs. George Otis of Scituate, Mass.,
• Mrs. Mary Shorten returned Sunday
106-tf
to Manchester, N. H„ with Mr. Lynch and Mrs. Horace Stanley of Boston
HALF HOUSE to let, lp excellent con
who have been guests of Mrs. Helen ifafaraiaraiarajzjBizjErzizjHraiHiaraf dition. Corner Warren and Knox Ste.
who had motored here for them.
Apply 11 JAMES ST,
JOJ-tt
what you are losing now.

Shows seven

TIMKEN

Silent OIL HEATING
Automatic,

McLOON

SALES & SERVICE

TO LET

!

A WANT-AD

WILLIS AYER

.ft.. Wk.

Fiwr.

..

it *r

In Everybody’s Column
Advertlaamenta In thia oolumn not to
exceed three Un. Inserted once for 29
cents, three times for 50 cants. Addi
tional llnei five cants each for ona time,
10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.

; LOST AND FOUND !
i.. .. .. .. .. . *.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . a
IN PENOBSCOT BAY a varnished
Lawley rowboat lost; Oar* marked R R.
H Finder notify S B NORTON. Dark
Harbor Tel 69 Reward__________ 113-118
GLASSES In blue case lost Wednes
day at Union Fall Reward. MARY
STOCKBRIDGE. 53 Pleasant 8t. Tel.
955-R____________________________117-119
GRAY-WHITE »hag kitten lost 4
moi old,
Answers name
Billie."
MARY LUDWIO 32 Granite St Tel.
342-W____________________________ 118-lt
NOTICE la hereby given of the lost of
•avlnga book numbered 2039 and the
owner of eald hook aaka for a duplicate
In accordance with the provisions of the
law Tlie Thomaston National Bank by
H F DANA, Cashier
1I8-T-124

jJ
WANTED
•t------- -

;
R

A second-hand cook stove wanted at
once TEL 207-W or 185_________ 118-118
MIDDLE AGED MAN wanted who
wants a good home year round work
mostly chores
Must he a good dry
milker C E CHAPMAN Noble boro. Me
RFD Lake View Farm__________ 116-118

SOUND elder apples wanted at once
25c per 100 lbs delivered at mill.
JAMES H SIMONTON. West Rockport.
FULL size girls bicycle wanted. In
good condition
Tel
1-34
MARION
WALLACE Warren. Me.
117*119

a**************ii
FOR SALE
BEST GRADE old growth mountain
' wood for tale, under cover, thoroughly
dry. Junks 89 50: fitted. 110 WALTER
E SPEAR. 236 Rankin St. Tel 36S-R.
_________________________
114*128

TWO purebred Jersey bulls. < mot. 2
yvs old; Also truck body 7' x 9>» near'r
new EDGAR MOODY. Union Tel 9-4
______________
118*120
DRY Junks wood 16 cord not delivered
FRANK A TRASK Washington Me Tel
>-21______________________________ 118‘lt
SMALL farm on 42 Glen Street with
hen-houses and four acres ot land to
eell or to rent. For particulars Inquire
at premises or at DORMAN'S Shoe Store

TO settle estate House at IT James
St. Rockland for sale also Prince house
Spear 8t Rockport
Inquire of F H.
Ingraham or your own Real btate
agent MRS A M ALLEY. IS Charles
St Salem Ma>»
118-122
APPLES for sale. McIntosh end St.
Lawrence. MRS J. F CALDERWOOD.
| Union Me______________________ 118*123
COLLIE pups for sale good cow dogs,
watchdogi or play-mates for children;
also McIntosh apples Reasonable prices.
! JOHNSON 6t MINK Union. Me
118*120
ADDING MACHINES. Cash Registers.
Typewriters All makes, for sale, to let.
and repaired New Royal and Corona
1 portables 20 per cent cash dis. ShawWalker offlee supplies delivered frea
Write MAINE SPECIALTY CO. 11
Union. St Rockland or phone 144
_________________
117-119

MILK and cream for sale at Whole
sale prices
FRED BUTLER. Warren.
Box 287, Tel 10-22.______________ 116-118
SIX TUBE radio Console model com
plete with batteries for sale or will
trade. CLYDE £ POOLE Vlnalhaven
Maine___________________________ 116*118

CHAMBER set for aale and other
househould goods CHESTER R WALLACE Tel. 1134 Warren. Me
177*119

OLENWOOD gray enamel comblnat-on
coal and gas stove, small oak refrigera
tor. quartered oak dining room set.
enameled top kitchen table and chairs,
bedroom set, wicker chairs, eet of Havl: land china dishes. Lionel electric train,
I Boy Scout's woolen uniform, mov.ng
picture machine, boy's bicycle and
child's crib and mattreaa tor sole 111
L1MEROCK ST__________________ 116-118

OAK piano for sale In perfect condi
tion. sweet tone 853 delivered Tel 41-M
MRS OEO TARR City__________ 117*119
SILO cutter and filler. John Deer
spreader. 2 horse cultivator. Tel 84-2

Thomaston. J, B PAULSEN______ 116*118
1926 NASH Touring Light Six for sale.
Only driven 19.000 miles, good tires,
newly painted, mechanically good as
new Price 350. will exchange for cow
or pullets. ERNEST L. STARRETT Tel.
43-12_____________________
116-118

LEOITT'S CREEK no-slate anthracite,
Pocahontas lumpy soft coal; fitted hard
and soft wood. J. B. PAULSEN, Tel.
Thomaston 84-2,______________ 114*119-tf
ALL kinds dry wood, fitted 39. Lumber
j 318 to 330 per M . T. J. CARROLL Tel.
263-21 Rockland__________
1F5-U
WHY NOT buy your lumber direct
from the manufacturer and save? Also
wood at the mill from 31 up Delivery
extra. L. A PACKARD, R.F.D.. Thomaston_____________ _______________ 95-tf
FOR SALE—Extra
Large
Money
Saving Values Stover s Egg Mash and
Orowtng Feed 31 90 bag. M F. L Egg
Mash 32 00 bag Farmer's Favorite Dairy
Feed 31 73 bag Stover’s Pride Dairy Feed
3193 bag Mix Feed 31.55 bag Middlings
8155 bag Pig and Hog Feed 32 06 bag
Oran Meal 5 lb. bag 19c 10 lbs. (bulk)
33c
Buskwheat Flour 10 lb. bag 30c.
Rolled Oats 5 lbs 25c Chlpso 19c pkg.
Pride Soap 12 bars 25c. Compound Lard
4 lbs. 59c Matches 6 pkgs. 25c. White
Rose Flour 87c bag Carnation Flour
87c bag Quick Arrow Soap Flakes 2
pkgs 25c Fancy Barbadoes Molasses
87c gal Brown Sugar 5 lbs. 30c 10 lbs.
55<i. Salt Pork 21c lb Superba Sweet
Mixed Pickles qt Jar 25c Axe Handles
25c and 39c each Hatchet Handles 15c
each Hammer Handles 10c each Water
Palls 25c each Casco Paint. All colors
3179 gal 59 qt. Dlrlgo Roof Coating
3125 gal Dlrlgo Pla.-tlc S lbs 89c. Rolled
Roofing 3150 and 32 50 roll Cement 9Oc
bag We can fill your wants In Dairy
and Poultry Supplies. STOVER FEED
MFC. CO . Rockland. Maine. Phone lsOO.
118-120

\ MISCELLANEOUS ♦
•______________
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keya made to
order. Keys made to fit all locks when
original keys are lost. House, Offlee or
Car. Code books provide keya for all
locks without bother. Scissors and
Knives sharpened. Promnt service. Rea
sonable prices. CRIE hARDWARE CO..
Main St. Rockland Tel. 791
106-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
_____ ___________________________ 106-tf
NOTICE: Seizure No R-17. (District
No. 160581 described as one Model 1935
V-8 Ford Coupe. Motor and 8erlal No.
18-1920826. on spare tire cover (metal) /
Any person claiming this Coupe must
file claim and give bond at Custom
House. Rockland Maine, within twenty
days from October 1st. 1935. otherwise
the Coupe will be forfeited to the
United States Government. John H.
Dooley, Collector of Customs.
______________________________ 118-T-124
NOTICE: Seizure No. R-16 (District
No 16056) described as 28' motorboat
(B 339) single screw 6 eyl. automobile
engine Any person claiming this boat
must file claim and give bond at
Custom House, Rockland. Maine, within
twenty days from October 1st, 1935,
otherwise the boat will be forfeited to
the United States Government. John
H Dooley, Collector of Customs

MAINE HOME PRODUCT:
Meeting At Montpelier Fri
day Will Hear Mrs. Bowles!

Speak
"People who live In Matir- realize
tn addition to paraonal note. regard
Mr and Mrs. J. P. Jaseph have thait In the summer time our State
ing departure. ana arrlvala. thl. depart
.NaUon s ptajrrrouixj- yrt we do
ment especially desires intormatioo of | closed their summer home. Porter s is
social happenings, parties, mualcala. etc Acres, at Rockville and returned to
Notes
tea sent by mall
“ or <|
telephone
‘ '
will be
little to encourage their buying of
gladly received
i Fitchburg, Mass
real Maine products." says Mrs. Rena
TELEMONB--------------------- lit t ltt
. .. T,
, u
c Bowles. Home Industries Specialist
I Mr. and Mrs O. L. St.Clair have .
.
Miss Rose Adams and brother.
from a vUU wlth Mr and "the Retention Service of the UniOeorge. returned to Dexter Monday Mrs Frank st clalr
,MUburn. [ V*a’’
,
to resume their duties on the faculty N j
'
Any011- traveling ov.. the State
rccn' Jeaens that th? average gift
of Wassookeag 8chool after spend
shop buffering almo t everythlr j but
ing the annual fall vacation at their
Mrs. Wesley Thurston In company
'Native articles or products* to sell,
home.
with Mr. and Mrs J. C. Davis of I and If such articles per chance are (
Rockport and Mrs. C. B. Davis of
found tbttr buying appeal Is often
Joseph Emery Jr., went to Andover I vlnalhaven. have been in Boston for
Insufficient because they are lacking
Mass., Monday to enter Andover a few days.
'
In good workmanship and design.
Academy, the opening of which was
Those of us who have been working
delayed by the Infantile paralysis
Dr. William nillngwood has recent- along the lines of home industries
scare.
ly returned fro/n a week's study at
t
f„,
jf Wf had
the American Academy of Opthalcf a mW>,. character typlcal
Mr. and Mrs. Warren C. Noyes
vnen, .he weekend .t Moosehe.d I m°l0gy ‘nd Otolaryn8ology ln Cln- ' of the State to sell In Home Industries
spent the weekend
Moosehead | clnnatl, ohj0 He u a member of
Lake.
the Academy
| Q,e stale, and the true worth of these

ROCKPORT

SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY

cf unusually

pleasing

personality. |

Mr. Haining is the ton of Mr. and
Mr and Mrs Enos E. Ingraham I Mrs. Fred H Raining of Rockland i
have returned home after spending ! and at pi r- nit Is employed at Park '

Put In your kitchen one of th; new

two weeks at a camp at Norton's
Pend
GLENWOOD
Howard Carroll return'd to Portlar.d Menday mi-nlng tiav r. j spen
the weekend with his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Carrell. He Is employed In the P W.A. Office.
A neat sum was netted by Harbor
Light Club from the public btano
party Friday night at March? Ban
quet hall. Following play, refreshI minis were served.
Commander Howard A. Triteu
M' d eal Corps. U. 8. N. Is pa'rlr.g a
few days wllh his mother, Mr- Nancy
J. Trlbou.
Mr . Cacilda Cain is quite 111 at her
' heme 00 Union street.
Res Patteresn was alt heme from
, Portland over the weekend, returni lrj Monday me nlng.
The best range that ran be made.
W. L. Ballard spent the weekend
Trade In Your Old Range
with relativei at Dover-Foxirc.t.
Mr and Mrs Arthur K Walker re
Priced from
KJ up
turned Saturday from a week's mo
Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish tor trip which Included visit? at Bluehill.
Per.sbeeot,
Dover-Fcxcrofi
I Oorir.na, Hartland and Sedgw.ck

RANGES

$59

Theatre In Rockland.
Thee; witnessing the ceremony
wre Mr and Mrs. Charles Lane. Sr
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hainlng. Mr. and
Mr:. Charles Lane, Jr., and Miss
Beatrice Lane. Mr and Mrs. Hain- '
ing will make their home for the
pre ent with the bride's parents.
_____________

FULLER-COBB,

Inc.

WONDERFIT HATS

WALDOBORO
-------Thomas P. Benner, 75, a selectman
here for the past five years, sustabled serious Injuries Monday when
he was thrown from a load of wood
being hauled by his horses at his
farm. Mr. Benner was taken to
Memorial Hospital in Damariscotta
suffering a head wound and possible
dislocation of the right knee. It Is
| thought the horses became fright
ened by a stick of wood falling from
the load.

WARREN

Burpee Furniture Co.

! products were advertised the tourist
Mr and Mrs. Wilbur P Senter go
Mrs. Raymond C. Perry enter
Ellis Spear 3d recently taught the
1 would some, ree, and buy.
j On returning they visited her rir' er
to Boston today. Mr. Senter Is hav tained Informally Friday evening for
ROCKLAND. ME.
pupils
of the Intermediate school
"Montpelier Homs Inuduetries Shcp
Illtf | Mrs 8 T Ryan in Orono she having how to make pasteboard houses. The
ing a week's vacation from the Mrs, Arthur K Orne, who with her
i located In the Knox Mansion In
accompanied them on a part of the
Senter Crane store.
children. Judith and Peter, leave to
lesson was instructive and Interest
Thoma ten offers to the tourists
trip.
morrow to Join Mr Orne In WllmlngCARVER-HALL
ing and the children were well
trawling through this beautiful
Mis* Rosamond Oraham was
Diligent Dames holds their first' ton, Del.
pleased with the results ot the first
| building, an opportunity to see what
he
:
k
«
at
her
home
in
Camden
at
the
meeting of the season Thursday at
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
lesson In manual training.
some of our Maine people are making
September meeting of the Omar Club
the Vining cottage. Crescent Beach.
Mrs. H H. Flint had as recent
11 during the i Hall. Park Street, was the scene of Her talk was on ••Persian Oerdens "
in their homes to
with picnic luncheon. Plans will be guests Mrs Lettie Snow, Mrs. Ouy
rummer season when folk from all a charming wedding last evening, Quo'at ions from the Rubaiyat which
discussed for the winter's activities. Smith and John Barnes, of Augusta.
parts of the country are enjoying cur when their daughter. Estelle M . was touched on her subject were cleverly
dren’s colds,
co
In treating children
Refreshment*
were
Circle
supper
at
the
Methodist
SUte.
united In marriage to Howard F. introduced.
Mr. and Mrs E. H Philbrick were
don’t take
servrd
The
October
meeting
will
be
vestry
Wednesday
will
be
preceded
"Kr.ex-Llr.eeln
,
°
0U
,
rty
Carver
of
Rochester,
N.
V.
There
guests of relatives in Winthrop Sun
chances.. use
with Mrs Jchn Thimpeon. Main
by a meeting of the Ladles Aid at 5 should a;^ua;nt themselves with the
day.
V VapoRub
A public harvest dinner Is to be Po«lb:UUc? that Montpelier hold* for , were 60 «ue!lts
street.
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
served
j thtm as an outlet for raiable handDecorations done by Mrs. Harriet
Mrs
Poy
Bicwn
of
Ncrth
Haven,
Mrs. Ella S. Bird and Mrs. Delia
e:aft aitlcles If they are already en- silsby Frost, while carried out on a Mrs Goldie S'.arfey and daughter
Sullivan are motoring to Boston to- ,
H. H. Stickney and children have gaged in work of this kind or If bey note Of simplicity, were-of strikin'! Lucille of Rockland and Mr and Mrs
day. accompanied by Mrs. Bird's,
returned to Belmont, Mass., Mrs. wish to use thoir best talents ,and i beauty. In the living loom where W A Whitney were gue's Sunday
young son, Elmer 6.. returning to
WED.-THURS,
Stickney remains for the week as develop an original lines of unique j
of their uncle. Seth W. Mills and
Dedham. Mass . to resume his studies
calab
’
e
articles."
'
the
ceremon
>'
was
performed
large
guest of Dr and Mrs William Elling
family at Unity.
at the Noble At Oreenhough School.
On Friday. October 4th at a o'clock bouquets of white gladioli flankeu
The Christian Endeavor Society
wood and of Mr and Mrs Robert
at Mortipelier. Thoma-ix? Mrs the fireplace, while on the mantel will hold a costal Wednesday eve
McKinley of Union.
Mr and Mrs. A. S Peterson. Mr.
Bowles would like to meet all people above was an exquisite bouquet of ning at the home of Mr. and Mr
and Mrs. Harold Karl and Miss
Maidenhair 1 Rly Easton. Amesbury HUI
■Mrs. Juliet Linden and two chil Ini ere ted in the development, of larkspur and asters.
Eleanor Tibbetts motored to Hallo
dren Eric and Oreta who have been Home Industries in th: State at this fern formed a frame over the
Mi s Maricn Weidman and aunt
well Saturday for the football game.
at The Old Homestead, Oinn's Point, time and any individuals living mantel. White flowers were us:d la
cc:a Talbot cf Rcckland left
'
~
i for the summer, has returned to her within th? county who are now en- smaller bouquets in the room, while [ .Q^y for a vi»x in Boston.
Speech Readers Club resumes ts homf
charlotte „ c
tho
of handcraft in the hall and dining room late fall
Mrs Maynard Oraffam spent the
meetings Thursday at the Centra
-------articl« to sell or supplementing the flowers In colors were effectively j weekend with Mr Oraffam at Milo
Maine rooms. New members will be
Miss Fannie Cobb of Portland spent income bv selling home pr:duc: or used,
Funeral services for Mellle T.
welcome.
the weekend with Mr and Mrs E. F home cooked foods.
Rev. J. C MacDonald, of the First Magune. were held from her late
------------------! Baptist church, used the double ring heme Summer street. Monday Rev
Oinn at Oinn's Point.
Miss Catherine Black goes to
FOX FILM pretenft
Mrs Kay Crltch Blethen Is gain- service in an impressive manner. Th? P F Fowle officiated, assisted by
Haverhill. Mass , tomorrow to enter
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss were In Ing slowly at Stinsons Hospital Ban- couple was unattended, the bride be- Rev Oeorge F. Currier. Honorary
Bradford Academy.
Boston for the weekend.
gor and will be pleased to her from ing given away by her father. The bearers were Capt. Oeorge Lane
friends.
Bridal March from Lohengrin wa* Capt Simon Wall. Capt. Frank P J.
The Woman’s Association of the
Mr and Mr. Donald L. Karl had as
-------played by Mrs. Kathleen O'Hara.
o-tfarred «*ith
Carlton. Chester Pascal.
Active
Congregational church will hold a weekend guests Mr. and Mrs Clifford
Mrs. William A Brewster of Rankin
The attractiveness of the bride was bearers were La forest T. Spear,
business meeting at 5 In the vestry I s LiW)y
two chudren 0,
r
street is a surgical patient at Knox strikingly set off by a white satin Horace Bums, Manassa Spear. O. B.
Wednesday. Circle supper at 6:15
_____
| gown en train, worn with white tulle Rollins. Interment In Amesbury III11
under the chairmanship of Mrs
a benefit card party will be given H<*Pllal
-------veil arranged in crown effect above Cemetery. Rockport.
Cleveland L. Sleeper Sr.
Thursday evening at the home of
• ■ • •
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Haraden of the face, and caught in place with
----- —
! Mrs. Gertrude Parker, Ocean street,
nalnlng-Lan?
Fort Kent and Mrs. William John- orange blossoms. He bouquet was a
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall left | for g; Peter's Church
'T.ie horn; of Mr ar.d Mrs Charles
son of Steuben spent the weekend shower of whlta roses and valley
Saturday for two weeks' motor trip
_____
R Lane, Jr , Richard's Hll. was the
I UEles.
to take them to Dover. N. H.. Port- I A. H. Newbert Afsociaticn I* to b" with Capt and Mrs. A B Norton
land,jPittston and other places while | entertained Friday night at tlie hoon
-------An informal reception followed the j feme of a pretty wedd ng Saturday
Mr. Hall is having his annual vaca- ' of Rev and Mrs Herman WinchtnMiss Isabel Kirkpatrick, who has ceremony. Miss Alcada Hall and Miss even.ng when his sister. Mi?? Thelma
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
baugh. West Meadow. Picnic supper. ] b::n spending a fortnight's vacation Dorothy Starrett of Thomaston. Miss K- Lane was united in marr.ag: to J
tion.
Transportation is being arranged by In New York has returned home.
Bernice Carver, sister of the groom. Byron Haining of iRo?kliitL The
IS BANK NIGHT
T Club had its last week's meet the men. end Mrs. Nellie D?w, Mrs
-------and Mrs. Maurice Spiller serving. ceremony tcek place a* 9 o'clock wi'.h
$75.00 FREE
Mrs Clarence Johnson and Mr. and The bride cut the bride's cake, Rev. Pcerrsi F. Fow’.e of the Reeking ,in the form of an outiog to at Hattie Davie* and Mra Millie Thomas
TODAY
comprise the committee for the sup- Mrs. Paul Simmons of Friendship among the favors found therein be- port Methodist Church officiating
tend the Union Fair.
WARREN WILLIAM
per,
have returned after spending the jng
r|ng whjcj, (en t0 \jiSS Edna They ware attended by Mi s Harriet
ill
Mrs. Ada Emery of Owl s Head is
weekend in the White Mountains.
Gregory, The guest book was in Cavanaugh os maid of honor and
"DON'T BET ON BLONDES"
vlstting her daughter, iMrs. R. K.
Alden
Port
of
Roek.and
a*
best
man
Mr and Mrs. Charles D. Taber
-------charge of Mrs. O'Hara.
Mrs. Haining is the daughter of Mr
Oreen
have returned to Mattapan, Mass., J Mrs. James Donohue. Miss Belle
Amid showers of confetti and rice.
after spending several weeks with Cullen. Miss Abbie McDonald and the young couple made their get and Mrs. Charles R. Ler.e, 3r. of up
Neil Littlq, who has been attending Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss.
Charles McDonald who have been away. the bride wearing a dress of per Main street, a gradue-e of Rockschool in Windsor, Conn., is home
------occupying the Cullen cottage at Pine brown camel suede, with matching | p3rt Hi?h School, claes of 1933 and Is
Telephone 409
and has entered Rockport High
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Spear and po,nt had « guests during the week accessories, worn with a green coat
~
Matinee, 2.00; Evening 6.30, 8.30
School
daughter of Waltham. Mass were Mr and Mrs. w j. Henry of WinI
After a week's wedding trip spent
NOW FLAYING
in Rockport and vicinity for the chester Mass.. Mrs. Clarence S
Mrs. J. A. Jameson gave a small weekend calling on relatives and | Henry and daughter Florence of in New York, Mr. and Mrs. Carver
“BIG BROADCAST OF 1936"
will go to a newly furnished apartluncheon Friday complimenting Mrs. friends
Hollis, N. H. and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. mpnt gt 2H Bg^iey street. Roches
with
H. H. Stickney of Belmont. Mass.,
JACK OAKIE. BURNS A ALLEN
-------M. Cullen of Lewiston.
|
N Y
and Miss Caroline Jameson who has
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Shute of s
The wealth of wedding gifts, lnrecently returned from an extensive Skowhegan. Mrs. Fred Hartshorn of
I BurdeUe's Dress Shop Just received eluding silver, money, china, linen,
WED.-THURS.
European trip. Much interest was Sandy Point, and Mrs. Marie Ames ol
and W95 _
household
furnishings,
electrical
ap

taken in the collection of foreign Mt. Vernon, N. Y., were recent guests;
adv.
pliances and other useful and lovely
cards Miss Jameson had sent home. of Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Curtis. Grace ,
_____________
articles, testified to the high esteem
Contract honors went to Mrs. Henry street.
AT CASTINE NORMAL | entertained for the couple.
B Bird. Mrs M. F. Lovejoy and Miss
but tht eouUn’t lilda
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence left
-------The bride Is a graduate of Rock- ,
Charlotte Buffum.
Gifts were
•wr (Mart from Mm
Sunday by motor for their winter
Ex-Governor Milliken spoke to the land High School, class of 1927. and
presented to the honor guests.
man sIm lovad!
home In Coconut Grove. Fla They High School and Normal School 0( Farmington Normal School, 1932.
are
accompanied
by
Mrs.
E.
S
students
on
Thursday
on
the
use
of
gh
e
a
i
so
attended
Lasell
Seminary
Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood
and sons, Richard and Herbert were Levensaler who will be with them thc movies by teachers In the class- on« summer. She Is a popular
room.
member of social clubs and Is a
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer for the winter.
_____
Principal and Mrs. W. D. Hall and general favorite with all who know i
Clements In Wlntherport.
Mrs Albert R. Havener and Mrs vice-Principal and Mrs. Ermo H. her. because cf her lovely nature J
Mrs. Annie West of Vlnalhaven is Nellie Shlbles spent the weekend in 1 gcOtt, took Saturday and Sunday and winsome charm. For the past
visiting her sister, (Mrs. Hattie Ames, Bcstcn. guests of Mrs. Shlble.*’ sen ! away from campus at the Hall cot- two years she has taught school, the
Neil who Is now with E. F. Mahady tage, Spruce Lodge, at Spruce Head, j past year Grade II. at Tyler bulldState street.
Co.
While in a local market, In Rockland, i ing.
Mrs. Adrian Marchand has re
Mr. Hall met Frank E. Poland and
Mr. Carver Is the son of Mr. and
Edgar Crltch and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Grace D. Ludwick Poland, both Mrs. Albert M. Carver of Brookline,
turned from two weeks' visit with
relatives In Bremen. Long Island, N. Kenneth Robineon vl lted Mrs. Kay of the class of 1901, and an alumnus 1 Mass., who by an odd coincidence
Blethen Sunday at Stineen's Hospital,
Y.
‘
who was formerly Miss Gertrude A. were celebrating their 27th wedding
Bangor, where she is gaining rlowly Robbins '28. Mr. Scott also met Mrs. ) anniversary yesterday.
He is a
There will be a public card party from an appendicitis operation.
Sam Sezak, a former University of ] graduate of Brookline High School
Friday evening at Orand Army hall
and of Massachusetts Institute of
Mr. and Mrs. Heitor G. Staples and Maine Classmate.
under the auspices of Auxiliary to
Miss Dorothy Dlmick of Rockland I Technology, class of 1932. He is
Anderson Camp, S.U.V., with Mrs. Mr and Mrs. Fran|^ J. McDonnell ar
Nellie Achom as hostess. Play will rived home Sunday night from the participated in the Friday evening employed in the Sales Department of
American Legion convention in St. social program as a character In one the Gleason Works, in Rochester, N.
begin at 7:45.
Y., where his fine character and ef
Louis They covered 500 miles In of the evening's pantomimes.
ficient service are held In high re
The society department of Port one day’s travel.
gard.
land Sunday Telegram carried a
SOUTH WARREN
Among out of town guests were,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley
charming picture of * Miss Nancy
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
R.
Buck
’
.
ln
and
1
Mr
and
Albert M. Carver and
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
N.
Southard
mo

Roberts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
with
Percy Roberts (Vivian Billings) of tored Sunday to Lyndonville, Vt., Mies Eva Bucklin visited Sur.day at daughter, Miss Bernice, of Brook
Sea Cliff. Long Island, ^N. Y., The where they were guests at Darling Albert Mank's in Augusta. Mr. Buck line. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hall
LUISE RAINER
'SFRANK MORGAN
inscription stated:
Miss Nancy Inn. a famous New England hostelry lin a to called on Frank Cushing a and family of Madison; Mrs. Georgia j
Howe of Allston, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
> REGINALD OWEN
Elizabeth Roberts of Sea Cliff, L. I., now managed by Thomas E. Kane, former Thomaston resident.
IMADY CHRISTIANS
Lawrence Carver and Mr. and Mrs.
New York has arrived to spend the formerly day clerk at Hotel Rockland
VIRGINIA BRUCE
Earl Miller is having his house
Guy
Carver,
of
Lincolnville;
Mr.
and
winter with her uncle and aunt, Mr. Mr. Kahe was delighted to see the wired for electric lights by Frank
, A ROBERT Z. LEONARD
Production
Mrs. Adin Hopkins and daughter
and Mrs. H. Nelson McDougall of Rockland folks, who enjoyed every Bean.
Caroline,
of
Camden.
West Street, and will be a student at minute of their stay, and who motored
.Mrs. A. R. Jordan is recovering
the Westbrook Junior College this home through the gorgeous scenery
from sprained ankles.
year. Miss Roberts attended Nassau of the White Mountains.
DON'T FORGET THE
College at Garden City, L. 1. for two
Now at Al's Hairdressing Salon,
years."
Shows, 2.00, 6.30 and 8.30
Rockland, hair cut, shampoo and
Thursday Evg., Oct. 3
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30
Public harvest dinner Methodist finger wave or marcel, only $1.00. Our
SO. THOMASTON GRANGE HALL
Phone 892
vestry Wednesday, Oct. 2,11 to 1; 35c. regular $8 steam oil push-up wave
DOUG VINALS ORCHESTRA
only »5.9«.-adv.
•
ii8*n
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Mothers!

VICKS

MEET THIS
NEW
STAR

TUTTA
ROLF

ctovt

New hah that hug the contour of your head, SELFTAILORED by the gentle stretch of the brand new
“BUNNYSPUN" LASTEX fabric for fall and winter
wear.
WONDERFIT hats give you new poise, comfort
and ease. Forget sizes and between sizes! These
hats fit every head — and Autumn winds can t

blow them off.
You'll want several to match your costumes.

Colors: Black, Brown, Navy.

$Q00

GIVE
BROOK

PARK®

SHE HID behind a
velvet mask ...

FULLER-COBB,

Inc.

They're Here! New 1936

PHILCOS
-Sherman, li
ST., ROCKLAND,

“SEND ME
Cona-Cleanad
D&H ANTHRACITE”
It lias krpt our home warm during
the two lust rxlrrmrly raid Wintenw—
it burned slowly and rrnnomirally
during the mild Winlrra of three and
four years ago. So we’re safe either
way (mild nr freezing weather) with a
supply of DAII in the cellar.”
DAII Anlliraeile burns to a white
powdery ash and dues not clinker.
Better order today.

ronai

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

READ THE ADS

DANCE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WHITE RIBBON WORKERS

MOUNT PLEASANT

WOULD EDUCATE VOTERS

Find
Out

REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS

Mr and Mrs Clifford H. Carroll of
Auburn were overnight guests Thurs
day of his brother, T. J. Carroll
Mr and Mrs Harry Waterman of
South Thomaston were guests Wed
nesday evening of Mr. and Mrs. G. F
Smith.
From Your Doctor
Emile Kyander of Warren has
At tJve Maine W.CT.V convention Young and recognition gifts were
nBS
The program of the fall session ol F. Currier spoke of the results of Ood's
By Edward Kalloch Gould, State Historian of Maine
bought
givn to all the contestants.
ug *thee Bennie
1 nnle Munroe house and the Llricoln Baptist Association, at love In us. The result of Ood's love In
In Oordiner last week the largest
if the “Pain” Remedy
Th’ convention voted to accept 'he
ntA* and paperlng 11
South Montvllle. Sept. 27. was espe- us today, ls to be ready to help, when
'CHAPTER XL.)
nuniher of delegates ever reported proportionment of the Centenary ‘ Lv> 5l'la Heald of West Rockclally interesting, held In connection Ood calls Rev H A Welch presented
You Take Is Safe.
when the Town or Congregational
Janhua Palmer
met)
the Methodi-t Episcopal Fund to raise 86000 in four years for P01^ *as °'ernl«ht guest Saturday ot with memorial services ln honor of the Love of Ood as found in the Old
Meeting-house
was
erected
on
the
j
Joshua Palmer of Camden, was a
the educational program, three- C>nthla Smith.
) Rev. Ebenezer Knowlton, one of the Testament The world today Is torn!
hill east of Mill River in 1796. Par- I ChlTcD.
private In Capt. James Harlow's
„
.
_
fourths of the sumto be used in the t Mr and Mrs DonoM Kennlston ot »bifst Baptist ministers of Maine, by strife and hatred, but some day !
A
spirit
of
earnestness
and
courage.
sons contributed six pounds toward !
Don’t Entrust Your
Company. Col. Simon Carey's Mass the same Nathan Parsons was a j perv ad«xi the assembly during the State Pledges for $300 were given 'Va'"n callpd 011 Mr and Mrs °F ! who spent many years of faithful labor He shall reign, at His coming. Of the
Own or Your Family’s
from the floor.
•
Smith last Sunday.
, jn Montvllle
Increase of His government, there |
achusetts 'Regiment; enlisted Feb 1. Revolutionary pensioner
reading of the recommendations by
Rev
Ruth
Walsh.
J
ud
«on
Crouse
of
Rockland
has
been
j
r
,
v
h
W
Nutter
gave
a
sketch
of
shall
be
no
end
Ood
revealed
all
this
;
Well
- Being to Unknown
1774. service to time of marching six
the president. Mrs. Althea G Quimby
Ephraim Payson
who Is well known emP °'
shingling T. J. Carrolls Mr Knowlton's life and labors and to Isaiah, and he gave It to us.
Preparations
days. His name is also on the list
1 house.
His Noteworthy was the demonstration
Ephraim Payson of Hope
ln Knox County. I
said his services reached out Into the
Rev. Charles Marstaller spoke on |
of men mustered by James Hatch, i description
at
»• • »
first
enlistment of gobbath observance by Miss OertEFORE you take any nrenaaraState and Nation, where he served as "Revitalizing the Church "
The
wks selected to at
lion you don't know all abcaut.
muster master of Plymouth County, age. 23 years
statue 5 feet ^4^ K McKellar of Calais, using a
Jesse
T.
( aider* ood
a member of Legislature In accept- church has always had its ups and
tend the three
for the relief of headaches; or the
hair black; eyes chaft ,o U;ustni,e her p^ts al 0 thp
dated April 1, 1778. for service at 8‘»
Inches;
months' school for; Jesse T. Calderwood who died Sept. Ing this service, he said he would go downs. What Is the cure for this pains of rheumatism, neuritis nr
occupation
husbandman:
Alcoholic Education j H- *'aA • well known and highly re- | to Congress as a Christian minister, condition? First, a aeeklng after Ood; neuralgia, ask your doctor what he
Rhode Island In Col. Jacob's Mass. black;
1 department of International Rela
nationality
American;
residence,
ln Evanston. Ill. At spected cltlten of Union for about 401 He was a man of great intellect and second, to follow Jesus, not cunning thinks about it — in comparison
tion’ by Mrs Mary L French of AuRegiment. The census of 1790 places
with Genuine Bayer Aspirin.
Stoughton. Mass. He was also a
the completion of years He was born in Vinalhaven. of great spiritual power He won ly devised fables; third, to abide with
burp,
showing
ten
colored
posters
of
him ln Camden without a family.
private In Major Wm. Lithgow's children from every land She eald i thts work she will return to Maine as ! the eldest son of Mr. and Mrs Benson many souls to Christ and was called Him. This is our greatest need.
We say this because, before the
discovery of Bayer Aspirin, most
Sept 25 1792 Nathaniel Palmer Company. Col. Benjamin Tupper's
Dr H. V. Tweedie. a Christian lay so-called "pain" remedies were ad
that Mexico was setting an example an instructor Her husband. Rev A Calderwood. later moving to North to large pastorates, because of his
conveys to Joshua Palmer, whose 11th Regiment. Massachusetts line:
to the world in beating their swords A Walsh, was a former Baptist min- ’ Warren where he spent his boyhood abilities,but spent the greater part of man. spoke on "The Layman ln Soul vised against by physicians as being
residence is given in the deed as enlisted June 14. 1778; discharged
lnw plowshare'
tster in Tenant's Harbor and Camden. As a young man he was known as very | his life In MontvllleHe declined to
Winning." He said, "nothing ln life bad for the stomach; or, often, for
the heart. And the discovery of
Bristol, a tract of land between March 14. 1779, He was also private
give all his time to public service, as can so touch the heart and soul as the Bayer Aspirin largely changed
The memorial service condu?*ed by *nd both Mr and Mrs Walsh are well sincere and conscientious
Meguntlcook and Spring Brook ln ln Capt. Tabbutt's Company. Col.
In
early
life
he
became
a
member
of
1
he
considered
his
work
as
a
Christian
,
divine
spirit
of
Ood.
Who
has
a
part
Rev Ruth E Walsh noted the pa-ring known in this section of the State
medical practice.
Camden, for which he pays 30 Benjamin Gills' Massachusetts Regi
of rnany friends of the organization {Mrs Walsh is the mother of Mrs | the Methodist Church and was a minister more Important His first j in soul winning? The mother, the
Countless thousands of people
pounds. The lot runs back to the ment. term six months, service under
who have taken Bayer Aspirin year
amPhg them Mrs Sadie Boles of Au- Philip Hughey, who with Rev. Hughey faithful worker in church and Sunday ' sermon was preached at Hallowell
Sunday school teacher, the man who
••great mountains."
Brig Oen. John Glover at Springburn, prominent for work ln the jails ’ was at Rockport for a time and who school for 43 years. He was also aj
lives uprightly, all are workers with in and out without ill effect, have
proved that the medieal findings
field; marched to camp July 11. 1780
Nathan Parsons
almshouses, and among soldiers and are now ln Boston where Mr Hughey loyal member of Seven Tree Grange |
Ood. There is great pay In working
about its safety were correct.
Hon
Carl
E
Milliken,
a
grandson
under command of Ensign Bancroft;
I Is pastor of the Dudley street church. and the order of Odd Fellows of Union )
for Christ Our place ls where Ood
Nathan Parsons of Thomaston discharged Dec 9. 1780 He was also failure
Hemeinbrr this: Genuine Bayer
of Rev Mr Knowlton, said one of th?
Mr. Calderwood at the age of 23
Mrs Augusta Christie Is the new
• • • •
wants us. We need to be at church
Aspirin is rated among the Jaslfst
and Bangor, enlisted in Capt. Fos a Private in a Company in Col.
regrets of his life was that his grand
methods ycl discoirrrd for the relief
was married to Maude Russell of
services, and in the Sunday school.
The resolutions included:
ter's Company. Col. Oridley's Regi Benjamin Gill's Massachusetts Regl-: director of the department of social
father died before he (the speaker*
of headaches and all common pains
•
•
•
•
Waldoboro
and
bought
the
former
and
urges
the
need
o(
"That
we
re-state
our
faith
m
lo'al
ment of Artillery. Massachusetts
. . . and toft for the average person
was born. But from what his mother
•
ment which marched to Bristol. R. Istronger moral training in the home abstinence as the only safe and sane Oeorge Hawes farm in Union, where
to take regularly.
line as a sergeant and served eight
Rev J. C. MacDonald gave the clos
had told him he was certain his grand
April 18. 1777. under command of chumh and school
, practce regarding the use of alco he set out one of the largest app'.e
months. February 1776 he entered Capt. Robert Swan ot Stoughton.
You can get real Bayer Aspirin al
ing
message
in
"Evangelism
Essential
father would want practical helpful
orchards in Knox County, producing
holics
any drug store — simply by never
the service again this time as Mass. service 24 days.
ness toward the problems that present to the Life of the Church." He said,
asking for it by the name "aspirin"
"That as we believe that the only the finest quality of Delicious and
sergeant major in Col Porters
The high light of Wednesday aft
themselves now. He spoke of the "A dead church ls a dishonor to
In his declaration for pension, he
alone, but always saying BAYER
Regiment Massachusetts line, when gives further details of his service ernoon was the "Glimpses of National rta>onable way to deal with an evil McIntosh apples in which he took great changes since his grandfather’s Christ. A live church is an honor to ASPIRIN when you buy.
great
pride
he served until the winter following than appears in the official record Convention" when delegates present 11' to exterminate it, we will continue
day. In physical conditions—lighting, Him. It proves to Him that His love
He had been deprived of his sight
In the spring ol 1777 he received a Just quoted In 1776. he states he ed the demonstration they gave the to oppose all measures of regulating
heating, transportation, communi and life were not in vain. Anything
commission as ensign and Joined enlisted for six months ln Capt. pageant "Gathering In the Harvest" the liquor traffic and will work for for a number of years, but even to cation. etc., but, he said "Why develop that contributes to the life of the
the last was very active about the
Capt. 8mith's Company. Col. Mar Samuel Draper's Company. Massa at Atlantic City Mrs Ruth Walsh its complete abolition.
modern things, unless we are sure that church ls essential, and so evangel
"That we will continue our en farm and cared for the many chores
shalls 10th Regiment. Massachu chusetts troops, and served at led ’he procession earrv.ng the Ma ne
when accomplished, there will be ism is essential.
In his home a place Is vacant that
setts line. Having served about six Ticonderoga and Mt. Independance. State banner followed by Miss Shap- deavor to protect the young and pre
Evangelism Is essential because of
something worthwhile to do ." We need
pare them fcr cttizetHiip. by giving can never be filled, for there wife and
months he was then appointed
to think back, and lay hold on the what It does It affords the largest that they shall rightly exercise their
He was discharged at Ticonderoga le:<h vice president bearing a sheaf them the facts of rcSenrific research
children could always find counsel
adjutant of Col. Marshall s Regiment in 1777. He enlisted to go to Rhode of wheat Miss Carr-.mae B-adhomely virtues of industry, thrift, and numb-r of pecple an opportunity fotjrights. for suppressing and governing
and continued to serve in that Island tor three months under Capt. ford. Kennebec County president as to the nature and effect of al'O- and advice for all good
others, of which his grandfather was service. Evangelism is essential be the great evil of the liquor traffic, at
hol
The
funeral
services
at
his
home
capacity from Jan 1. 1777 to Dec. 14. Osgood In the same year he en with a cone shaped basket made bv
cause of what it will do for the enj the election next September.
"Tha’ we oppose all propaganda n revealed the esteem In which the de an illustration, as he cared for his
1778; reported discharged Dec 14 listed tor nine months but does not a fw-r-obscoi Indian from strips of
farm ar.d orchard, as well as carry who gives himself tq the task of
That we deplore the spirit of gambl
favor
of
war
ar.d
pledge
ourselves
ceased were held The services were
1778, also reported furloughed for remember the name of his Captain.
woods native to Maine. Ths. filled
It makes that one an ing so alarmingly prevalent, and so
ing on his many other duties. He witnessing
anew
to
dc
our
utmost
to
establish
conducted
by
the
pastor
of
the
Methosix weeks Dec. 14. when he was
with pine cones, wa« presented to
upon Earth the kingdom of the dist Church tn Union and the Odd said the small towns, rather than the intelligent Christian. W? must know boldly placed before us; that we use
ordered on recruiting service where
He served at West Point and was jjrs Quimby Other bags contained Prince cf Peace "
great centers, held the key of these something about the message, th* our influence day by day for its dis
Fellows gave the last rites at the Lake
he continued until the fall of 1779 detached there on the coaling busi 1000 cones typifying the 1008 new
methods, an J ‘he man whom we dca! couragement.
Rev. Frederick Sm?-h. eerriary of View cemetery The floral offerings
on the commencement of the winter ness under Col Benjamin Tupper. members. This unique demonriraz
The message of the day. centered with.
That we do our utmost to influence
th’ Maine Civic league deplored he were beautiful.
of 1780 when he retired from the In 1778 he entered the service for tlon from Maine held the spot light
It mokes that one .□ recome a godly our young people, and all others, in
around the love of Ood for man. Rev
large sums of money being spent at
Mr Calderwood leaves besides his
,
service He had been transferred as nine months and served on the a« National among the thousands of
man. If one Is to be a witness lti a J Sunday observance,
the fairs on the pari mutuel betttr.g wife, one daughter. Mrs Laura Mank
..
.. , ,
a supernumerary officer at the con North River under Capt. Moses fruits, flowers and grains, typifying
real
sense, the life must back up the
«•
Our
Love,
saying
we
ought
to
lay
and tn gambling generaHv. No slot of Waldoboro; one son. Frank E who
. ,
solidation of the Massachusetts Knapp and Col. Benjamin Tupper. ne* members from all the Sta'es
"Reservations are places to be kept
words.
,
.
,__ hold of Love in a practical sense, as
machine Is legal in thi State More resides
at home; one brother, two
. , . _
_
Regiments He died Oct. 11, 1822
for
future use. Indians do not like
In 1779-1780 he again enlisted for The Maine delegation was beseiged perrons by 33*8 have been killed m g
Ood
can
transform
a
soul
sinner
expressed
in
1
Cor.
13
That
religion
and one grandchild
Susanna Parsons, hts widow, ap nine months.
with requests for the pine cones to
_______
is harmful when It becomes stereo- or Christian. If we have failed come. reservations, for they are reserved
Maine this veer than last This Is
plied for a pension Dec 23. 1838 giv
I „
„
u. typed and mechanical Rev L. F ask forgiveness, and by his strength. enough themselves. "
On July 5 1820 when he made hts take honr as souvenirs
the only State in New England show
Doctor *to Aberdecnian. whom h*
_
ing her age as 66 She was married second application for pension, he
When ' Results of My Stewardship
"Ood likes Indians better than white
ing an increased rate, due largely to had been called urgently to see)— Watson speke on “The Source of Our go out. to power or victory.
to Nathan Parsons Jan 4. 1787. and was 66 years old and was residing in wa-*1 presented by the county presipeople, for he did not make them
It was resolved:
drunk~n driving Th» l:quor conur's- What on earth have you been doing. Love," saying: "When we think of a
her maiden name was Susanna "Three-Mile-Square." adjoining Bel- deti’5 with demonstrations including
source, we think of a river. We trace
That we as Christians, strive to work.''—From Children's Letters, in
s;on has borrowed $800 000 from the
Graves
fast. Maine His wife Is sickly and I th* s-ngmg
original songs, reeding Si*' of Maine interest free, to be Jock? Why. your tongue is absolute back to get to the source Rev G. educate and Inform our voters, so Masterkey.
ly black, man!
Among the many mechanics which he has four children living with him. of poems and showing cf hokJta ’
paid back at the rate of $50000 a
Jock—I dropplt a bottle of whusky
the enterprises of Major-General vte: Barack. IS; Eunice 12; Samuel po ters. for each county tha- had
ycir.
on the newly tarred road!—Pearson's
Henry Knox brought to Knox 12 and Anna 7.
m#de a gain tn members a lighted
Weekly.
County, was Nathan Parsons, a
Ephraim Payson served ln the war co-* *'a< -‘hewn upon a sma'l p’r*
Knox Ccun’y d'^ga'^n of 11
Bv ecvcsv of !v? Rcary Club
blacksmith, whose workmanship as of 1812 as a Private In Capt. N Pay- trf
an artisan was not less defective son's Company. Lieut. Col. Erastus stood in lire with three banners. cars wrie provided to 'ak? the dele- VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STB'T. CO.
Service to Vinalhaven. North Haven,
than his character in some other Foot's
Sionlntton. Iile au Haut, Swan's
Regiment.
Massachusetts Rock'nnd. Thcmarion ard App!"fon ra rs cn a ride a-cund Ga diner
Island and Fren hboro
Knew County
ar- .-'•owing pc'nte of intere * especially
particulars. Like many others hav Volunteers Militia. The Company and rar'T
Effective Sept. IS 1915
(Subject to Change Without notice)
o'.d Gardiner Manricn hou'C
ing been occasionally noticed and was raised at Hope and stationed at nn’etl hv M’" Ma'ea— Cmtrl-"
Eastern Standard Time
thrrugh Togus where building1 »tre Read Down
Invited to dine by Oen. Knox, he Camden Maine
Read Up
Ephraim Payson county prec*detTt to the tune of "I <*
A M
rearing completion, and to the State 530
loved to indulge his vanity by Jr., also served in the same Company the Lower Lights Be Burning."
Ar. 5 00
Lv Swan’s Island.
Ar 3 45
• • • •
' Hcu ?. Cn re*urn de!rg*’e« a'trn<Ied 030 Lv. Stonington
enlarging upon such attentions and ' and Regiment
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KNOX COUNTY, MAINE

Lincoln Baptists Want Them Informed On Liquor
Evil and Gambling Spirit

Mrs. Emery Gives Newsy Review Of W. C. T. U.
State Convention In Gardiner

B

Bayer Aspirin

I

7 30 Lv

North Haven.

Ar. 235

Lv 1 30
®*n' 8 30 Ar Ro'kland.
parading an account of them on all I The census of 1790 place Ephraim I Greetings atre extended th- con-,
VINALHAVEN SERVICE
occasions.
Payson in Hope with a family of four vrntion bv Rev O car G Ba-na-d ’ 1 Chu-cb to a 1 the Ru’hs h
Ar 3 45
R oc Lv Vinalhaven.
Lv 2 30
9 20 Ar Rockland.
whose names are not given. Ephraim of ttM- M E Church tn Rand lph rb a'nlng fiv-new memben * and the
H2-tr
Payson was a Revolutionary pension Hm Edwin P ladd mayo- of Oa- Oleatrir- who had scrurrd two or
On some complaint made by the
dtner. and A Raymond Carter, su- ">or-: 60 w-e-e -rved
er and died in 1834
workmen employed in erecting a
Dr O-orge O'is Smith of Skowhe
perinterxlent of Schools
<To be continued)
stable for the General respecting the
Mrs. Quimby's address was en* tried gan. former chairman of the Federal
hinges which Parsons had furnished.
Power Oommi'sion. rave th' prinet- |
The city man, out on a country ••The High Cost of Revenue," ‘n pal addres- of the -vening his subject. I
Knox inspected them himself and im
walk, was crossing a large meadow. u<iich -<ie cited statl *tics to pros"Fxperiments" Dr. Smi’h 'truck
mediately dispatched a lad to ask
“I say. Giles." he shouted to a how high a price is paid the liquor
te)’‘ng b'ow" at the fallacv of th"]
Parsons to come over there. The
fanner on an adjoining field, “is Snaffle for a small revenue Th- g-q>- ‘n fry pg th” experiment wrXh {
message was correctly announced, but
legal
drink
bill
for
the
Unfed
S
’
s'-s
that bull in there quite safe?'
rev'nu- from ' —med rambling and
in such general terms that neither j
"Well," said the farmer "I reckon j in I934 wat $3 000 000 000 or $97 20 »
Parsons nor the lad could exactly j
b-oz- «-’l ng. which experienc** had
family
Government
rev-n»$1497
1
he's a lot safer than you are Just
prov'd unfeasible "L'ceese wt be *
compuhend its drift, which for con- {
family. A man is kriled 'very 48
now.”
mc-m the saloon, whatever it is
sultation on some matter of employ
minuses tn this country The Nar’”'d. and drunk“nn-" generally ex- [
ment. or for dining with his patron. I
f.cral Safety Counc'l is fnfng
h b ?- 'he 'ame dtsguering symptoms '
vanity suggesting the latter, he,
plates with th’ sloear “K'en f‘» •”
day ccmo~t! ‘on between I
thought it best to be on the safe side. <
drive." A 'otal abd'ner e injurc1‘qucr for the fam'ly or food and
and. putting on his best broadcloth
t;on wou’d be mere eff-e*'v. Ja'la
e’ethes w»v kn-wn many vears ago
and purest ruffles, walked over to the j
are over crowded and there is a !ow—B” Mrs. Cla-a Em ry
BEACON STREET
General's. Meeting Capt. Vose on the
erin« cf social morality.
way. he was invited to drink, but re
BOSTON
Trie second part of the program
plied "no!—going to dine with the
It is stated that the pastor of a
was the Pearl Medal Sf—Vrinr con
General."
'On his arrival Knox
test. conducted by Mrs Clara Emery colored congregation in the South
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
greeted him politely and taking him to
of Rockland Four count ic« w-re so pestered his bishop with requests
beside the State House, and
the hinges said. “Major Parsons, I
represented—Oxford by Mi-s Pri'cllla for help that it devolved upon the 1
overlooking Boston Common
want you to tell me what these things
g) earns, South Parts; AndTOtoOggin latter to write him a letter statlnr
and Public Gardens.
arc?"
by Miss Re'a Young. Turner; Ken that tn the future such appeals would
'Them?" said Parsons, "they're
nebec bv Mi's Helen Havman. Au be entirely disregarded
hinges." "Oh!" "Very well." was the
Pre’ty soon, ano’her letter came
RESTAURANT
gusta and Everett Ellingwood. Gardi
reply, "that Is all that I wanted of
a la carte and table d'hote
ner: Knox by Miss Dorothy Sherman from the minister. The bishop opened
you. Major.”
Rockland. It was the cor.'ensus 01 It, It read as follows;
Club Breakfast
In addition to his occupation as a
"Dear Bishop:
opinion that this was the best pre
Lunch
blacksmith Parsons sold goods at a
"This here ain't no appeal
pared and most finished speaking
Dinner
location at the corner east of the
"It's
a
report.
contest ever, given before a conven
bridge at the "Creek." on the northern
“I has no pants!"
tion- The award went to Miss Reta
side, later owned by one Fish. As a
CAFETERIA
blacksmith he made axes and war
Pleasant outside location fac
ranted them, which term, on trial,
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
turned out to mean "warranted only
Streets. Modem and up-to«ATC$:
to be axes."
date. A variety of foods
Being fond of money he was not
moderately priced.
to Your hotel in BOSTON
OwW.h«-V»-»W
over scrupulous as to the means of
Ml hoomj wnw iaTB
amassing it. Several anecdotes are
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
extant concerning this trait. He soon
,500Rooms
Rooms without bath
became able to loan money for doin';
•«»<«*«• WWW —
which at twelve per cent interest, he
$2.00 Up
was Indicted, and subsequently re
RADIO
Rooms with bath
moved to Bangor
SERVIDOR
$3.00 Up
Let it be said of him, however, that
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I MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
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SIMPLE daytime suit in the new
crush-resistant velvet. It is prac
tical, smart and flattering in the
extreme. This is the season when
velvets are in the lead. Hat, bag and
gloves are also in crush-resistant
velvet, which means serviceability
•as well as elegance and chic.
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Special rates for
permanent occupancy
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Covert Every Broadcast

POWER

Service On The Air
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J^EVER before has radio reached such
heights of tone, power and world-wide
reception as in the new 1936 Philco! Your
favorite American stations—Europe, Austra
lia, South America—all the world! The most
exciting reception in radio history!
Exceptional
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With Philco
All-wivt Atrial

PHILCO 6408
Ovcraixe Electro - Dy
namic Speaker, Pro
gram Control, Aotomatic Aerial selector.
Shadow Toning and
scores of other “bal
anced” featores make
thia handsome Baby
Grand a sensation for
tone and world-wide
performance I

$105

PHILCO 6S0X

This marvelous Inclined
Sounding Board model combines superb
tone with complete American and For
eign reception! New “balanced" features
include Shadow Tuning, Program Con
trol, Automatic Aerial Selector, Illumi
nated Precision Radio Dial, etc. Beau
tiful hand-rubbed cabinet

43 New 1936
PHILCOS

Big Trade-in Allowance

$20 up

EASY TERMS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
SOLE PHILCO AGENTS
442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

PHONE 721

